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INTRODUCTION
This section is about methods that help to
energise participants in educational environments.
The introduction considers the “What, why and when”
issues and then the sections that follow are detailed
descriptions of different methods (“how” issues).
What does “energise” actually mean? Here are
some definitions:
1. To give vitality and enthusiasm, to make
someone feel excited, enthusiastic or
impressed. “People were energised by her
ideas”, also having connections to ideas of
being enlivened, animated, invigorated,
perked up, stimulated, fired up, roused,
motivated, moved to action, spurred on,
encouraged or galvanised.
2. To supply energy to something, (typically
kinetic or electrical energy) and set going.
“Floor sensors are energised by standing
passengers”, also having implications of
getting things working, actuated, switched
on, started off, triggered off or activated.
All educators would like their participants to be
excited, enthusiastic and working hard during
educational sessions. This needs energy. Having
engaged their interest using relevant techniques
from the ENGAGE section, educators can select
techniques from the ENERGISE section to ensure
that the participants remain full of energy and
enthusiasm as the session continues. Good
energisers can further develop the benefits of
the general principles identified in the
introduction to the ENGAGE section as follows:
• Learners feel that they belong. Educators
choose effective energisers to increase the
range and nature of interactions between
participants so that everyone is fully involved,
so that relationships are strengthened, so that
a sense of belonging and learning together is
developed.

• Learners know each other and the
educator and have a good rapport.
Energising activities are useful so that
participants/educators get to know each other
better, so that they are able to share
something of themselves, so that rapport
increases. Rapport creates many educational
opportunities that will be missed if participants
are unenthusiastic and de-motivated.
• Learners’ agendas and needs are taken
into account. Suitably chosen energising
activities help to further identify and refine the
specific learning needs of participants in the
group, so that time is used more effectively,
being focussed around the needs of the group
at the time.
• Learners participate in a community of
practice. Energisers encourage participation,
so that learning is not a passive, but rather, an
active process. Actively working together
creates a greater sense of a community, so
that learning is shared and participants learn
from each other, as well as from the educator.
This is not to say that the educator does not
have special expertise, in many situations they
do. However, some lessons are learned more
quickly and effectively from peers. Role
modelling and peer group modelling are
influential, however, the learning outcomes
can sometimes be poorly articulated.
Educators need to ensure that what is learned
is appropriate. Educational activities that
encourage participation can help to ensure
that learning related to the formal curriculum
is also consistently reflected in the informal
curriculum and the hidden curriculum.
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If the methods in the ENGAGE section help to
unite the group together, ready for further
learning, then the techniques in the ENERGISE
section serve to focus the groups attention
towards the Intended Learning Outcomes and
mobilise them to active learning. These
principles also underpin the skills of effective
chairmanship of any meeting, (see also
ENERGISE Creating action learning sets). This is
another example of the crossover of skills from
clinical work to education. Many clinicians will
participate in meetings or take the Chairmanship
of meetings: the skills used in meetings are
transferable to education (and vice versa,
educational skills can help make meetings run
more smoothly).

effectively) reflectors, pragmatists and theorists
can be directly encouraged to add their
(important but more slowly emerging) insights.

Why are the techniques in the ENERGISE section
useful for educators? Most simply,
straightforward energisers can be use on an “as
required” basis to encourage a group whose
energy is flagging to regroup and be stimulated
to carry on working. This can happen if the
session is long, starts after lunch when
participants may be sleepy or when they are
tired after long shifts. It can occasionally happen
that somehow participants are bored by the
material: this should be rare if the processes of
ENGAGE Hopes and fears and ENGAGE
Assessing learning needs at the outset have
been carefully carried out. Sometimes outside
speakers may not fully engage with the group:
energy can flag if there is a mismatch of learning
agendas between group and speaker (see
ENGAGE preparing and educational brief for
ways to minimise this risk).

The methods in the ENERGISE section can also
be used to convey significant educational
content even to a group that starts off suitably
engaged. Using short themed energising
sections at the start of longer sessions can
enable more material to be covered, using
methods that stimulate active thinking and
reflection. These methods are covered in the
ENERGISE Warm Up chapters, which include
energising warm ups to stimulate and develop
critical thinking, professional virtues and
examination of the underlying assumptions of
modern medical practice. Educators can use
these warm-up energisers as a preliminary to
sessions including other topics, so that these
difficult subjects are covered in more easily
digestible “bite sized” chunks, and so that these
areas are embedded within the overall
curriculum. This indirectly emphasises the
importance of critical thinking, because
participants are invited to do this at every
session. Moreover, having started in a mind-set
of active exploration and critical appraisal,
participants are more likely to carry over those
approaches to later parts of the session,
enriching their learning. In the ENERGISE section
there are also exercises that can be used to
“warm up” groups when group work and team
work skills are the subject matter. Such methods
offer real time experiences of teamwork that can
go well or badly. The key to success is in the
debriefing process.

Even when the material to be covered has
been clearly aligned with the group’s needs,
energisers can be useful as a way in, to start
things off and get the group working. In any
group there will be differences in the way that
participants work and learn best. There are
several ways of looking at this, one of the best
known being the Honey and Mumford Learning
Styles questionnaire. This examines the extent to
which learners are Activists, Reflectors,
Pragmatists or Theorists (see Reference 1).
Activist learners can easily get distracted at the
start of sessions, so providing energising
activities at the beginning, can keep them on
board. Suitably paced and chosen activities will
also enable more reflective or theoretical
participants to get involved using the “pause,
pair, square, share method” (see ENERGISE
Using QUESTIONS effectively). After activists
have had their say in a “pause, pounce, bounce”
approach, (see ENERGISE Using QUESTIONS

Some simple energisers, such as line-ups can be
adapted to convey educational concepts and
ideas in a powerful way (see ENERGISERS Quick
energisers and ENRGISERS Using line-ups to
explore ideas). Such approaches can be
enjoyable ways to demonstrate participants’
attitudes and values, so that differences can be
examined without the process being too
exposing or challenging. For example, doing a
line-up to see how participants align along a
continuum of “After work I can play….versus I
can play anytime” can lead to productive
discussions about whether work and play are
different, or overlapping spheres. Combining
movement, with thinking about the material,
keeps energy levels high, and can create
memorable experiences for participants,
especially when they see that others may or may
not share their own assumptions or ideas. These
methods have the potential to take education to
another level, beyond that of “knowledge
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transfer”, developing the participants’ skills in
analysing, evaluating, organising and applying
their understanding. The next section, ENRICH,
deals with this in more detail, offering methods
to deepen and enrich the educational experience
of engaged, energised participants.
Finally, when educators are teaching on
Consultation and Communication skills, there
are methods in this section that help to energise
participants, so that they are motivated to
improve their understanding and performance in
these crucial skills. These methods can be used
as warm-up activities for sessions on
Consultation Skills, or as part of Consultation
Skills modules.
The ENERGISE methods are summarised under
these headings.
Energisers to maintain energy
1. Quick energisers
2. Eyes closed draw face
3. Tidy up Tunes
4. Group sorting methods
5. Reflecting on something good
6. Buzz Groups
Energisers which help deliver specific
educational content
7. Making a learning summary for sharing
with the group
8. Using line ups to explore ideas
9. Creating action learning sets
10. Using questions effectively
11. Identifying team and group skills using
a survival exercise
12. Teamwork skills using construction
exercises

Energisers as warm up activities
13. Warm up theme – critical thinking
14. Warm up theme – the assumptions
of modern medicine
15. Warm up theme – examining
professional virtues
Energisers for Consultation
skills education.
16. Consultation skills – initial listening exercises
17. Consultation skills – intensify understanding
of listening by deconstruction
18. Consultation skills – what do you say after
you say hello
References/resources
Honey and Mumford Learning styles and impact
on training sessions, see:
https://www.bradfordvts.co.uk/wp-content/
onlineresources/0307teachinglearning/
learningpersonalitystyles/honey%20and%20
mumford%20with%20slide%20notes.ppt
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1// QUICK ENERGISERS
These very quick exercises are designed to use
as rapid energisers when the group seems to be
flagging or running out of steam in some way.
What it is for?
There can be a variety of reasons for a group to
lose energy; after lunch energy often sags, if
participants have been sitting down too much,
energy can wane. Too much formal didactic
input (lecture, death by PowerPoint etc) can lead
to boredom or overload.
When to use it
Energising exercises can be planned in advance
(for example after lunch) or can be used
spontaneously if the facilitator notes that energy
is flagging. This is another area where the skills
of consulting overlap with those of educating.
The educator notices cues and clues that an
energiser is needed by picking up on the verbal
and nonverbal cues from the participants,
(yawning, lack of participation, fiddling with
phones, lacklustre verbal contributions, lack of
debate or disagreement) and “reading” the
general atmosphere. These energisers are useful
tools to have in your educators “back pocket”. If
a session is properly planned, an educator may
never need an energiser because the session’s
activities are structured and paced well.
The set up: how to use this method
Be open about your reasons for deciding to do
an energiser; explain that energy seems to be
flagging a bit, (seek agreement from the group
that they have noticed this too), that this will
give everyone a burst of energy, and as most of
them are done standing up, the extra physical
activity will make them live longer. (The public
health argument for increased movement is
strong; I have heard that public health meetings
are held standing up now!)

Explanations/timings
Once you have everyone’s attention the
explanation will be brief. The whole thing need
only take a couple of minutes. The effect is
refreshing. Here are some examples of quick
energisers, you will be able to make up your
own once you have got the hang of it.
1. Heads, shoulders knees and toes. Sing if
you want, I do not advise it with adults! Get
everyone to stand up in front of their chair
and then put their hands up in the air and
give them a good shake. Then ask them to
touch their heads before shaking hands
again, then touch their shoulders and shake
the hands, then touch their knees and shake
the hands around again. Finally shake the
hands downwards on one side of the body
and then on the other side.
2. Stand ups. Get everyone to stand in front
of their chair. Then ask them to sit down
and stand up as many times as they possibly
can, in one minute, calling out their score at
the end of the minute. Time it ruthlessly,
calling out when there are 30 seconds, 10
seconds, and 2 seconds to go. Some groups
get very competitive about this and want
another go…great, the benefit will be
increased!
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3. Tai Chi arms. Ask everyone to stand up,
preferably forming a circle if space permits.
Ask participants to stand with feet shoulder
width apart, arms by their sides palm facing
in towards the body (model the activity for
clarity). Then ask them to swing their arms
up in front of themselves until their hand
reach shoulder height with palms facing but
not touching each other. Model doing this
and ask the group to watch each other until
all their arms are moving in synch. Repeat
the swinging until everyone’s arms are rising
and falling together. This simple action
makes everyone focus in each other, taking
attention outwards, and bond in a common
activity. Tai Chi instructors say this helps to
move “CHI” i.e. energy around the whole
body. After a suitable time ask participants
to hold their hands at chest height with
arms out straight and slightly cupped hands.
Allegedly you can then feel a “ball” of
warm energy between the palms. Not sure
if that is true, however, it provides a
distracting thought.
4. North, South, East and West. Ask everyone
to stand up. Then ask them to move around
the room touching each wall of the room,
before sitting down again. Participants often
see this as a race and the extra energy from
speeding helps.
5. Muscle relaxer. Ask participants to stand in
a circle if feasible otherwise in a couple of
long lines. Get them to stand sideways as if
they were forming an orderly queue for
something.i.e. everyone should be looking at
someone’s back. Explain the activity and
check that participants are OK for the
person behind them to gently touch them.
Usually this is ok in groups that are working
together regularly. Get them to gently pat
the back of the person in front of them
using the palm of the hands in a clapping
motion, starting on the shoulders and then
patting down the arms and upper back.
This is a gentle action that relaxes the neck
and shoulder muscles.
6. Energiser line up. There are other uses for
line ups, using questions triggered by the
content of the session, see ENERGISE Line
ups. When used as an energiser use a
neutral subject matter. Ask everyone to
stand up, then ask them to line up across
the front of the room in order of height.
Other neutral alternatives could be in order
of birthdate starting at January first, in
alphabetical order using the initial of their
first name, etc.

7. A comic energiser. Ask everyone to
move around the room and tell a joke to
two other people. Alternatively, have
prepared a set of cartoons (The New Yorker
book of cartoons about doctors can provide
useful material, see below); give everyone a
cartoon and ask them to share it with two
other people in the room and discuss what
they think it says about doctors.
The debrief: maximising the benefits
Little debrief is needed; simply acknowledge that
now everyone feels a bit more lively the session
can proceed to its next activity.
Equipment/resources needed
Space to move around in. If space is extremely
tight, with very fixed chair ordering, use one of
the first few examples which can be done with
participants at their own chairs.
Skills to make this work even better
Acknowledging that the group is flagging often
brings sighs of agreement; reflect on how that
happened and whether it could have been
prevented. Was the room too hot, the sessions
too boring, or the activity unengaging?
Ask the group if they know any good energising
activities; I learned from participants in this way
and asking them for help is in itself an energising
method. This engages the resources of the
group itself, meaning that the educator does not
need to provide all the answers. This will help
participants to be less passive and they can use
similar approaches when organising educational
events themselves e.g. for staff.
Pitfalls/when NOT to use this method
Be aware of any mobility issues that may limit
some people’s activities; choose/adapt a method
that can be done seated. Participants may feel
an energiser is a bit silly; the facilitator must
explain clearly why they are doing this (perhaps
the epidemic of sitting down disease is better
known than it used to be!) and model the
activity themselves too. Apart from a bit of
stand up and shake your hands around, these
activities are not really suitable for highly formal
or large group occasions such as big
conferences/lectures.
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Applications in other areas of
the session
Generally one only needs to do this once. If the
group are really flagging so much that the
educator feels the need to do this more than
once, then there needs to be an investigation
about why participants are so demotivated. Ask
them. Discussion of the problem will often reveal
some other pressing issue distracting them that
needs attention and time. Although that may
feel like a digression it will pay dividends in the
longer run if problems are dealt with.
How does this help to build
relationships?
If it works as planned and everyone livens up,
the group will feel more trusting of the
educator; they have demonstrated attentiveness
to the group and to participants’ needs. Doing
something slightly silly together helps to bond
the group and shared laughter is also very
energising.
How does this help to structure
the education?
An energiser provides punctuation and a
springboard into the next planned activity, a
kind of signpost.
Resources
The New Yorker Book of Doctor Cartoons
ISBN: 9780679765738
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2// EYES CLOSED
DRAW FACE
This is a short energiser which can be helpful
at the start of a session.
When to use it
This is a good, brief, wake up if everyone is a bit
sleepy after lunch. It can also be used as an
orientation to subject matter such as feedback
(how good is my drawing?) or even issues
connected with loss of the senses or disability.
The set up: how to use this method
Every participant is given a piece of paper and
something to draw with. Crayons or thick felt
pens work best. Explain to participants that you
are using these materials because they key into a
playful, childlike part of ourselves which makes
us more fluid. Also, this engages the more
creative right brain, rather than the analytic left
brain. Make it clear that it is not a competition.
Explanations/timings
Explain that the task is to draw a portrait of
themselves, while having their eyes closed.
Ask everyone to put their pen/crayon on
the paper near the middle, and about a third
of the way down. Demonstrate this with your
own paper.
First ask them to draw a loop to represent their
face. Then remove the pen/crayon from the
paper (eyes still closed) and then replace it to
draw two eyes, then the nose and then the
mouth. Finally ask them to draw on some hair.
Then ask everyone to lift up their portraits so
everyone can see them and open their eyes.

The debrief: maximising the benefits
There is usually initial laughter, which is
helpful and also tends to wake people up and
re-engage them with the group. No extensive
debrief is required, mainly an acknowledgement
that we can do much better than we think even
with our eyes closed, and that having a bit of
fun is a good way to start the next session.
If using this as a way into a session on feedback,
coping with sensory loss (or whatever is coming
next) then this needs to be followed with an
explanation of the purpose of the sessions so
that the link is explicitly made.
Equipment/resources needed
Paper for each participant and crayons or pens.
Works best with thick bright colours so that
others can see the outcome. Biro or pencils
make lines that are too thin. Charcoal sticks
could work but can be messy.
Skills to make this work even better
Best not to over-egg this one, keep it simple and
playful and be transparent about the purpose;
there should be no sense of any psychological
trickery. Explain that salesman call the after
lunch moment the “graveyard slot” sometimes,
because everyone is a bit unresponsive after
lunch. Explain that this task is a short fun way to
wake up our creative side, so that the session
will go well.
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Pitfalls/when NOT to use this method
Not needed routinely or in every afternoon
session. Use if there is likely to be exhaustion
(for example, a very dense morning session
beforehand) or if it is hot, or lunch has been
large etc. Do not use more than once with any
given group of participants. Groups who are ill
at ease with each other, or wary of the
educational process may not like the playful
aspect and may feel it is demeaning in some
way. The set up and explanation is very
important with exercises like this, so that the
purpose and meaning are transparent.
Applications in other areas of
the session
N/A
How does this help to build
relationships?
Laughter and a bit of shared silliness increase
connections. Education can be serious and fun
at the same time.
How does this help to structure
the education?
Provides punctuation and acknowledgement
that training is sometimes energy consuming
and that it is normal to feel a bit tired at times.
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3// TIDY UP TUNES
Everyone likes music; sharing favourite songs
can bring people together.
What it is for?
This energiser harnesses the power of
participants to contribute something of
themselves to group sessions, by asking a
different member each week to nominate the
piece of music they feel passionate about, and
would like to share with the group: while the
group sets up, or at the end when everyone is
getting ready to go.

The debrief: maximising the benefits
The educator will maximise the benefits of this
by modelling acceptance and enthusiasm about
the passions that participants are sharing. Being
able to contribute, (not just be passive
recipients), creates more energy for learning, and
also increases participants’ sense that they
belong, that they are individuals, with important
contributions to make.

When to use it
This is an energiser to use at the start of
a session, when everyone is coming in and
sitting down, or at the end when participants
are putting the room back to how they found it
and getting ready to leave.

Equipment/resources needed
Some kind of AV system able to play CDs,
DVDs or music videos, or a laptop with a
speaker. Most Postgraduate centres have
suitable kit installed.

The set up: how to use this method.
At the start of a programme the educator can
choose a piece of music to play as participants
come in and when they are tidying up at the end
(hence the term “Tidy up Tunes” Reference 1).
The educator should explain why they feel
passionate about this particular music. THEN,
nominate a member of the group to choose the
music for next week. When they play the music
ask them to explain why they are passionate
about their choice, and ask them to nominate
the next person.
Explanations/timings
How much music gets to be played will depend
on how long it takes the group to assemble/
tidy up, normally only a few minutes. Once the
initial explanation is done it should take no time
at all for the playing and handover to happen
each week.

Skills to make this work even better
Thank participants for their contribution,
especially if introducing something new or
unexpected, and if possible, refer back to it
during the session, reinforcing the value placed
in their contribution.
Pitfalls/when NOT to use this method
This is generally for use with a group of
participants that is basically stable over a period
of time and who have got comfortable enough
with each other to consider stepping slightly
outside the box.
Applications in other areas of
the session.
Educators could use their imagination here, I
guess, and use music in innovative ways.
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How does this help to build
relationships?
The relationships between participant and
educator will be nurtured when the participant’s
contribution is recognised and valued. Peer to
peer relationships will be enriched when
participants can be themselves and share their
interests. Participants will start to appreciate and
share the contributions of their peers, which
reinforces good relationships.
How does this help to structure
the education?
Having a short musical interlude is a non-verbal
signal of the start and finish of the formal parts
of the session, helping to contain and structure
the education process. This is also a signal as to
when personal conversations and chat are
welcome (when the music is on) and when
attention needs to be paid to the session (when
the music stops).
References
1. I am indebted to Matthew Creighton (my
son) for the term “tidy up tunes”, which he
invented as a way to get the washing up/
clearing up done. After dinner, someone
present nominates a tidy up tune, which
plays while everyone gets on with tidying
up together. It is interesting to hear what
people choose and makes the chore more
fun. With modern phone and internet
technology there is no limit to the choices
that can be made!
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4// GROUP SORTING
METHODS
Sometimes a big group is just too large to work
well; splitting groups up can be very productive.
What it is for?
When working with a whole group, of any size
above about six to eight (in which case the
educator can keep tabs on everyone’s
participation and make sure to encourage and
include everyone) there is a risk that some
members will “switch off “and stop engaging
with the group or the subject matter.

speaking over time. It also prevents discussion
being dominated by a few (louder) people.
Participants who perceive themselves to less
“mainstream” are often less able to get their
voices heard in the larger group (this may
include those of different sexuality, race, gender,
social origin ) and methods to encourage their
participation can be helpful too.

While the techniques described in the ENGAGE
section will often be enough to overcome this,
in large groups it is inevitable that some
participants will be listening but not
contributing. Does this matter? Quieter
participants often say it doesn’t matter because
they are ”listening”. Clearly forcing quieter
participants to contribute against their will in a
large group is counterproductive. However, “just
listening”, does not give the participant the full
benefit of working in a group: the full benefit is
only obtained when they start contributing their
own thoughts too.

Thus, group sorting methods are an
essential tool for any facilitator. Explain that
the aim is to mix people up, so that the
pairs and subgroups bring everyone’s skills
and talents on board, so that learning will
be more effective for everyone.

Firstly, these thoughts are likely to be valued by
other members; it is a condition of collaborative
working that everyone contributes, just as
everyone benefits. Secondly, one of the key
benefits of working collaboratively, is the
opportunity to test your own ideas out amongst
friendly, supportive colleagues. Ideas can be
compared, put in context, challenged and
developed. This is only possible if everyone gets
a chance to get their ideas discussed.
The methods described here are ways to divide
the whole group, during a session, into smaller
units. This makes participation easier and if the
size of the smaller unit is a pair, then
participation is virtually guaranteed. This enlivens
the group up, widens participation and enables
quieter members to develop their confidence in

When to use it
Educators can use these methods to ensure
everyone participates at certain crucial junctures:
when developing a common agenda for the
group, when there is a controversial topic, when
a variety of views is likely and all need to be
heard, when the group as a whole becomes
quieter or less engaged, or, when a majority of
participants have not contributed to any whole
group discussion.
These methods to “mix up” the group, allowing
discussions with different people. Participants
naturally sit next to their friends in groups. This
can mean they do not hear views that are very
different to their own. This is why it is better to
allocate groups rather than asking people to
“get into groups of four”. Allocating saves time
too, as asking people to put themselves into
groups always takes far longer than expected
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The set up: how to use this method
Before dividing the group, explain what the
task for the smaller units will be. If you delay
doing this until you have allocated the groups
people stop listening and the details are lost as
everyone wanders round the room. Make sure
the question or task is brief, clear, and
unambiguous and takes the topic at hand into
deeper territory or into opportunities to practice
or develop the ideas.
Usually use OPEN questions (“what is your
response to the idea that …”) or ask the group
to apply learning (“we have done the theory of
sick notes, here are some tricky examples to
discuss”), or divide the subject matter between
the groups to synthesise at the end (“ this case
brings up ethical issues…group A will discuss
how Beneficence applies in this case, Group B
how Maleficence might apply, Group C will
discuss the role of Autonomy and group D will
discuss how Justice might apply in this case).
Or the different parts of a SWOT analysis
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats)
could be allocated to different units – there are
lots of different ways to divide up learning tasks.
To ensure everyone engages, use units of
two. Either ask people to work with the person
next to them, better still ask them to work with
the person in the row immediately behind them.
If energy levels are low, get everyone to stand
up and walk around the room for 15 seconds
and then find a partner different to the person
they were initially sitting next to.
This can be built on using the “Pause, Pair,
Square, Share“approach. Ask participants to
reflect alone on the subject and then discuss in
pairs, then get pairs to team up into groups of
four to share and discuss their ideas further. The
time in a four can be used even more effectively
if they use that time to decide to decide which
ideas they want to feedback to the whole group,
or which ideas they give most priority to, which
factors they have found most useful to consider,
and so on.

To get a range of views/contributions to a
topic, use units of four. Work out how many
smaller units would be formed if the whole
group was working in fours, for example, a
group of 20 would be five groups of four, a
group of 28 would be seven groups of four.
Walk along the row giving everyone a number
up to the number of smaller units you are aiming
for (1, 2 , 3, 4, 5 for a group of 20, up to seven
for a group of 28). Ensure everyone knows
which number they are. Ask them to go and join
everyone with the same number, indicating
clearly which part of the room they are to stand
in (e.g. numbers 1 by the door, numbers 2 by
this window and so on). Then they can get on
with the task allocated.
To facilitate a longer group discussion, or
exploration of a topic that has already been
introduced to the larger group, use units of
six to eight. Using a similar method as above,
walking along a row and either giving the
smaller units letters ( you will be in group A, B,
C, D) or a unit name (apples, bananas, cherries,
olives), again ensuring that participants do not
just sit next to the person they started with.
Such groups are useful for exploring
implications, and applying new learning in
practical ways. For example, after a whole group
session considering the principles of an effective
screening programme using the Wilson Jugner
Criteria, the smaller groups could be asked to
apply those principles to a series of actual or
proposed screening programmes to evaluate
them. This simultaneously reinforces the initial
learning and expands it to deeper levels.
Explanations/timings
Explain the task clearly first; this should be
clear and precise so should only take about
one to two minutes.
Dividing groups always takes longer than
expected, in planning allow up to five minutes
for everyone to get settled. As groups get used
to this way of working, they getter better at
moving to where they need to be to start the
next task.
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The debrief: maximising the benefits
The energising effects of dividing up the big
group are lost if the debrief consists of everyone
repeating their discussion all over again. So
generalise away from the specific content and
ask a general question like:
“What issues came up in your discussions”. Keep
saying “Did anything else come up?” until no
more new ideas arise. Observe where the
contributions are coming from, and ensure that
people from different subunits get a chance to
contribute. It may occasionally be necessary to
say “thanks to that group for such a useful
contribution, can we hear what another group
made of things?” Before finishing create an
opportunity for anyone to contribute a burning
idea by saying “before we move on to….did
anyone talk about something that we have not
yet mentioned?”
Equipment/resources needed
Moveable chairs help a lot. Otherwise the main
resources are in the preparation – having
suitable questions or exercises ready in advance.
In addition, group sorting methods can be used
to energise a group where an important
discussion point develops, but which the
educator has not anticipated. For example, in a
discussion about screening, the group might
start to consider ethical issues, or cost
effectiveness or failures of screening, in an
unanticipated way. Picking such questions up
and running with them keeps energy flowing
and links the education to what participants are
currently ready to learn.
Skills to make this work even better
Having good questions or exercises for the
group tasks is key. Plan beforehand (See
ENERGISE Using questions effectively) and reflect
afterwards on how well the trigger question or
task worked. It has worked well if there is a
good buzz of discussion, when the debrief raises
lots of issues, or if the topic chosen is ignored
because the units say something like “we
actually found that the key question for us
was….instead”. That outcome is very helpful;
groups often become disengaged (necessitating
the use of smaller buzz groups!) when the
content is drifting too far away from what they
themselves are principally concerned about.

When a new issue of concern is identified
(usually during ENGAGE Assessing learning
needs at the outset, but sometimes only arising
during the session), the educator has choices
about what to do with the digression.
The educator can:
• pick up the issue (and redirect part of
the session)
• park the issue in their minds, coming back
to it later in the session where it will more
naturally be covered
• put the issue in context, and signal another
part of the session or programme when that
issue will be covered.
Keen consultation skills buffs will note that these
are the exact same skills that are needed when
picking up cues during consultations; cues can
be picked up immediately, or, parked and
returned to later in the consultation, or used by
the consulter to create part of a whole context
or picture that helps the understand the patient
more fully. Consultation skills and education
skills have a lot of common ground.
If there is more than one educator available,
rotating between the groups can be helpful.
Involving an outside speaker in small group
discussions can be very fruitful – ensure that
they rotate to all the groups if possible so that
everyone gets to discuss things with the visitor.
Pitfalls/when NOT to use this method
It is relatively difficult to form small groups of six
to eight if there is fixed lecture theatre style
seating, if the room is very crowded or cramped,
if the group is not working together over a
period of time or if time is very short. In those
situations smaller buzz groups of two to four
members are feasible to organise and may
generate better discussion.
If you really want to get smaller units working in
a difficult room then plan the seating
arrangements you are going to use in advance
(which saves time in the session) as it may be
possible still to use the room in a different way.
Be careful to set a realistic and clear task. It is
easy to end up being vague or asking several
questions (better to say “What options can you
come up with for working with the family in this
case” than “this is a difficult one, what shall we
do? Who might get involved? Anyone had any
experience or got any ideas”). Multiple tasks or
questions lead to confusion.
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Timings need attention; plan in advance how
much time a task is likely to need. Pairs will
usually finish in under 10 minutes, fours up to
15 minutes if the task is complex. Listen to the
sound of the whole room; if it goes quieter it is
probably time to debrief. If there is a lot of
laughter/cross talk/people all talking at once, it
may mean the group has gone way off task and
needs debrief time.
Small groups of six to eight can work well for
anything between 15 to 30 minutes as part of
a session (although small groups of six to eight
participants can work well for up to 90 minutes
if they have a skilful facilitation, usually from
an educator).
Applications in other areas of
the session
Breaking into smaller units can be done more
than once during a single session to explore
different aspects of the topic. If there is more
than one educator, then groups of six to eight
can be formally facilitated. If not, ask the sub
group to designate a chair/rapporteur if needed.
How does this help to build
relationships?
By mixing up the participants into different
subgroups, they get opportunities to work, and
build relationships, with a larger number of
participants/colleagues. Anyone who dominates
the group or is difficult to work with is also
“diluted “by this approach, which makes others
less likely to become irritated. Quieter members
value the opportunity to contribute, feel more
valued and become more likely to contribute to
whole group discussion.
How does this help to structure
the education?
This approach provides excellent “punctuation”
through a session, keeps it moving, ensures
that all participants get a chance to positively
contribute and makes for lively sessions that
are more memorable.
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5// REFLECTING ON
SOMETHING GOOD
Sometimes, groups benefit from time to cherish
what is going well for them
What it is for?
This method is useful to re energise a group
who may know each other to some extent,
or who work together, in times of stress, or at
the start of a new section of training. The aim is
to express positive appreciation for what each
person brings to the group. This can be used in
a similar way to energise an MDT or practice
team too and can have very positive effects on
general morale.
When to use it
At the start of the session or day programme, to
create “positive energy” in the group.
The set up: how to use this method
Give everyone a piece of paper and ask them to
write their name on it. Put all the papers into a
bowl or hat. Explain that people will be chosen
at random, taking turns. The educator/facilitator
should demonstrate what to do by picking one
paper at random and saying: “I have got Jane;
Jane I notice that you bring these three things to
the team (for example, always on time,
enthusiasm, friendly to those who join.)”
Finish by saying: “Thanks for bringing those
things to the team Jane, I appreciate that.”
Then Jane picks a name out of the hat and does
the same until everyone has had a one minute
praising (as the One Minute Manager calls it!
See Reference 1).

Explanations/timings
Take one to two minutes per person
The debrief: maximising the benefits
This may not need much of a debrief except to
say it is good to be appreciated, or what a lot of
strengths we have in this team, how did it feel
to realise that you were appreciated? and so on.
Equipment/resources needed
Paper and a “hat”
Skills to make this work even better
Model the appreciation at the start carefully.
Include three things, be specific (you are so
helpful whenever I need to get a room set up for
a meeting rather than “you are nice”) and ask
participants to follow the same pattern.
An alternative approach is to ask people
individually to spend a few moments reflecting
on something that went well at work in the last
few weeks. Then ask them to stand up, walk
around the room and find a partner to share the
thing that was good at work. Ask them to talk
to two or three people depending on the time
available. When stress levels high or morale low
it can be amazingly fruitful to focus on a few
things that actually were rewarding, effective
or enjoyable.
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Pitfalls/when NOT to use this method
Participants probably need to know each other a
bit before doing this so that they can contribute
in a way that has meaning and is not superficial.
If the group are very unfamiliar with each other
the alternative version may work better.
Applications in other areas of
the session
A similar approach can be used in a team
building session: What has been good so far
today? What have you appreciated about what
your colleagues brought to the discussions.
Use as an alternative to this method at the start,
not as a repetition.
How does this help to build
relationships?
Everyone loves to feel appreciated; discovering
what people recognise and appreciate about
each other can do wonders for building
relationships. Actually taking time to praise
someone can help to reframe a negative view,
and put a relationship on a better footing, with
negative feelings becoming less prioritised.
Within a team, knowing that people appreciate
and value each other’s contributions, is a very
powerful motivator.
How does this help to structure
the education?
Having a good starting exercise helps to
give the session structure and kicks it off to
an energised start.

References
1. The One Minute Manager Builds High
Performing Teams, Ken Blanchard,
ISBN 978-0007105809. The One Minute
Manager Series are very useful brief books
covering many aspects of management and
teamwork. Well worth a look.
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6// BUZZ GROUPS
Getting a good “buzz” in the room can
raise energy levels quickly.
What it is for?
This method enables every person in the room
to participate and contribute, even if they are
not comfortable speaking in front of a large
group or if they usually prefer to listen. The
method has been described in ENGAGE Buzz
groups. However, buzz group can be excellent
energisers within sessions and that is what is
described here.
When to use it
Plan ahead and decide at which point in the
session to use buzz groups. This can be at
the start as part of a general orientation, or
at points in the session when new material is
introduced or the focus changes to a different
aspect of the session.
The set up: how to use this method
Use a suitable group sorting method (see
ENERGISE Group sorting methods). Ask the
participants to divide into pairs or groups of
three to discuss a specific issue or question.
The key to successful participation in a buzz
group is to ensure that the issue the group is
asked to consider is posed in a way that will
always generate more than a simple answer.
Questions are better if both open (i.e. that
cannot be answered with a simple yes or no)
and also clear and specific. Question that begin
with How? How many? What difficulties come
up when …? What approaches …? are all
useful. Statements can also be used. For
example, ”tell your partner about how a
problem is managed in your department.”

Explanations/timings
As the question is to be succinct and short, the
set up takes a very short time. Work out how
long the Buzz groups will need to discuss the
issue. Buzz groups are usually best if kept short
say three to ten minutes depending on the topic)
as otherwise they tend to drift off topic.
The debrief: maximising the benefits
Observe the group and stop the discussion when
the room starts to go quiet or if there is a lot of
laughter (usually a sign of going off topic) or if
its clear participants are changing the subject.
It is usually best not ask groups to simply
describe/feedback their answers to the initial
question. It is helpful to “generalise away” from
individuals specific experiences and so the
debrief question should be of the form “what
themes are emerging?” or “what issues are
coming up”. It can be useful to have a second
person (another educator or a group member) to
record the themes on a flip chart or similar. It is
likely that many groups will come up with similar
ideas, so before debriefing, use a question such
as “have people come up with some ideas that
are not yet recorded?”
Be alert to any non-verbal signs that quieter
people have something to contribute and
encourage them to speak. Continue until no
new themes emerge. If it seems that there is
more to come but people are wary, ask “did
anyone’s partner have an especially interesting
idea that has not been mentioned yet?”
Sometimes people are more willing to speak
about ideas they have heard (not their own) or if
they know the person they were working with is
quiet. This method still highlights the owner of
the idea without exposing them too much.
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The length and detail of the debrief needed will
depend on the complexity or sensitivity of the
issues and whether the group is being used to
work on specific material or more as an
energiser/warm up. Educators need to make a
judgement about what is right for the particular
circumstances.
Use phrases like “anything else, what else came
up, what did other people talk about?” to
ensure that as many buzz groups as possible
feed into the general discussion. If there are
very dominating members who talk all the time
consider using a “talking stick“ methods, (see
ENGAGE Talking sticks) or invite contributions
saying “There was a lot of discussion, so I will ask
you once you have contributed to stay quiet until
other people have made their contributions”.
Equipment/resources needed
None
Skills to make this work even better
Thank each contributor, be accepting of what
they say and be encouraging about what
participants are talking about. Questions like
“did anything unexpected come up?” or “before
we move on are there any final thoughts that
came up” can often pave the way for interesting
and useful contributions to emerge.
Pitfalls/when NOT to use this method
In very large groups or conferences it can be
used to engage people, but it is not really
possible to have a group debrief if numbers
are very large. Sometimes if there are odd
numbers of people someone ends up alone;
the educator should be alert to this and find
them a partner or create a group of three as
soon as possible, to ensure all can participate.
If used at the start of a session, people coming
in late may also find themselves confused about
what to do and the educator will need to act
quickly to get them incorporated into a small
group to start work immediately.
This method is not helpful if there is likely to be
complete consensus or agreement about the
subject matter (e.g. is it wrong to shout at
colleagues?) because this will not generate any
discussion or new ideas. Hence, closed questions
should be avoided. Leading questions are best

avoided too, as it can make participants feel
manipulated. If the issue is workplace behaviour
a better question would be “how do some
colleagues end up feeling so angry they get
aggressive? Or “Could we propose some
expectations about how colleagues speak to
each other, even if they are upset?”
Applications in other areas of
the session
This is a very useful technique to “wake up” a
group that is getting bored, disengaged or
where there has been too much contribution
from one or two speakers. It ensures that
everyone gets to participate. Sometimes the
buzz groups resist the question posed and say
something like “we felt X was more important”.
This is a valuable contribution to assessing where
the group are at in terms of their current
learning needs; see this kind of thing as a further
opportunity to explore or to link concerns to the
topic appropriately.
How does this help to build
relationships?
Having a one to one discussion of an important
questions opens up areas for discussion, may
allow difficulties to be aired safely and
encourages the participants to see each other as
collaborators in learning. Mixing the group up
helps to establish a sense that everyone can talk
to everyone, that everyone has a contribution to
make and that everyone “belongs”. This can
have good effects on adherence to learning and
possibly to differential attainment.
How does this help to structure
the education?
Buzz groups are a useful way to punctuate a
session with active participation. Planning the
buzz group questions ahead of time (even if
some are also spontaneously generated on the
day by the content or discussions) can help
educators plan and focus the rhythm and
structure of the session, so that is lively and
moving onwards. A buzz group can be used as
useful signposting of the need to summarise the
impact of what has been discussed so far, to
signal a change of emphasis or change of topic,
or to lead into a new contribution from an
invited speaker or a new group exercise.
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7// MAKING A LEARNING
SUMMARY FOR SHARING
WITH THE GROUP
Recording a summary of the learning from a
session can help to energise participants.
What it is for?
This is a method to help energise one or two
members of the group by asking them to make
a summary of the session’s learning to share
with the whole group afterwards (either by
email, WhatsApp or by placing it on a shared
drive, Virtual Leaning Centre or similar
arrangement). If one person is designated to
do this, a summary of the days learning suffices.
If two people are involved ask the second
participant to identify how the learning relates
to the curriculum, to defined competencies and
record that too.
This helps to familiarise participants with the
curriculum and also reinforces learning; the
person doing the summary pays extra attention
and the group receiving the follow up email
get a succinct summary of learning. Sometimes,
the scribe “learns” different things from a
session compared to their peers; this is also a
useful outcome because on receiving the
summary a participant can then reflect in their
portfolio entry about what they thought the
crucial learning was for themselves. This deepens
reflection for all participants.
When to use it
It is particularly helpful to use this method in the
initial phases of a Study Release Course because it
helps to reinforce participation and active learning
when participants know they may be asked to
summarise at the end. By providing a summary
that can be readily imported into the ePortfolio
for reflection, it both reinforces the role of the
ePortfolio as a record of learning, and creates
easy opportunities for reflection. Having a second
person linking learning to the competencies helps
the participants to be familiar with what the

competencies entail and will help them identify
relevant learning in other situations.
This is also a useful technique for encouraging
reporting back of useful learning when
participants have attended conferences,
meetings or have used other learning methods.
The set up: how to use this method
Explain to the whole group that one person will
be asked to summarise the session’s learning
points to be circulated afterwards, and
optionally, that a second person will be linking
this learning to a Competency framework as
defined by the relevant Royal College. Emphasise
that the summary needs only to be one or two
paragraphs long – a summary not a repetition.
You can designate the rapporteur at the end of
the session (which may increase the energy
levels of all concerned if they know anyone may
be called upon to do this) or choose someone
at the start.
This is not a task for volunteers; everyone in the
group should systematically take turns to do this
for the benefit of themselves and others. It is
probably worth designating a stronger learner
to do the first few of these as this “sets the tone
and standard”. Keep a register of who has been
doing this to ensure everyone gets a chance. Sell
it to the group for the benefits to the rapporteur
(they will pay more attention, learn more and
automatically have a good ePortfolio entry), and
the benefits to the group (they do not need to
make notes, they will have something easily
imported into their own ePortfolio for reflecting
on). Furthermore, this will be linked to the
relevant competency, so it will make gathering
evidence for their ARPC panel very much easier.
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Explanations/timings
A few minutes is needed at the start of the
term to explain this process. Thereafter, it is
merely a matter of agreeing who is to produce
the summary for that session.
The debrief: maximising the benefits
If someone is designated to linking learning to
the competency framework, ask them to
summarise which competencies they think were
involved at the end of the session and suggest
participants note those to inform their
reflections in their portfolio entries.
At the end of the session reinforce to the
rapporteur that they should send the summary
to the administrator for dissemination by the end
of the same working day. This reinforces that
this is a quick summary not a huge essay. It also
offers opportunities to practice good time
management by “doing todays work today”.
Equipment/resources needed
Paper, pens and access to group email, which is
readily dealt with by the course administrator.
It can be useful to give the person identifying
competencies a copy of the relevant competency
framework.
If the session is very clearly about one particular
competency (for example, a session mainly
developing competency in ethics) then give the
competence rapporteur a page with the word
picture descriptors on. Then ask them to
highlight which areas have been covered (almost
like a bingo card). This can also be photographed
and sent with the summary email or shared on a
group such as WhatsApp, or similar.
Skills to make this work even better
The benefits of the summary process will be
greater if the educator is included in the email
and gives feedback on the summary, adding any
competency links that may not have been
identified. The feedback should be SMART*,
of course, and could relate to accuracy/
succinctness/brevity and to any important
learning points included or left out.
*Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Realistic, Timely
Pitfalls/when NOT to use this method
This method is less helpful for participants who
do not work together regularly, who are not
connected by some kind of group email or chat,

or who are not needing to provide evidence of
learning in an ePortfolio (for example a training
session for a practice team). In that latter case,
summarising learning at the end of the session
with the whole group, or reviewing expressed
learning needs at the end, will also be good
ways to reinforce learning. Participants, who
wish to, can then use that summary for their
appraisal evidence.
Applications in other areas of
the session
If an unexpected learning point arises, or if the
group respond strongly in some way to
particular experience in the group, it may be
worth specifically asking the rapporteur to note
that for people to reflect on afterwards.
How does this help to build
relationships?
Being the rapporteur for the group emphasises
that membership of the group brings
responsibilities to other participants. Effective
learning is not an individual isolated process; it
also requires debate, sharing and the active
collaboration of others. Receiving the summary
is a kind of “gift” from the session that helps
people to remain connected with each other
afterwards. This is supportive in its own right:
involvement in quality CPD is one of the crucial
ways to avoid burnout.
Anyone absent from a session for any reason
automatically gets included in the follow up
summary, which keeps them connected to their
group, and to the learning they may have missed.
Providing even brief feedback connects the
educator to the individuals of the group, which
reinforces their sense that their learning is of
direct concern to that educator. The experience
of being personally noticed and valued, builds a
strong relationship and increases engagement
with the learning.
How does this help to structure
the education?
Learning summaries demonstrate how learning
builds over time. Identifying the competency
that has been covered links education to the
curriculum and assessment processes. This
should help participants to understand the links
between formal learning, the membership
examinations of their Royal College, and the
application of learning to daily practice.
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Appendix
One example of a learning summary from a session. What feedback would you give as an
educator to the writer?

Sandra Johnson
From:
To:
Subject:

Scott Ellis
Consultation skills learning group
Learning summary – 16/11/18

SUBJECTS
1) Upcoming events
2) Time management; introduction
3) Triadic Consultation skills
1) LOOKING FORWARD
CSA mock. Everyone needs a trainer, actor and a case (dates 11, 12th January). We have
all been allocated case topics and have to create our own cases with our trainer to bring
to the mock for others to act out.
2) INTRODUCTION TO TIME MANAGEMENT
Medical leadership – we are all leaders – self-awareness, self-management,
self-development, acting with integrity. We talked about time bandits – what some of
these were in our lives and the work life balance – should be more like a dove tail than
an unbalanced seesaw. Made a chart to show work day – most of this taken up by sleep
and work. Talked a lot about time management and wrote down what we need to do to
pass the year. Discussed difference between importance and urgency. Talked about
importance in terms of how importance is related to having a policy, strategy and
operations/tasks. Talked about multi-tasking – is it possible?
New concept: the concept of bang a nasty job off at once, in a bid to reduce stress levels
– acronym BANJO!
3) TRIADIC CONSULTATIONS
Talked about triadic consultations, the difficulties - focused on triadic consultations
particularly focused on children presenting with their parents at any age (‘children’
from the age of 16 up to 25 for example) ; importance of setting up the room, having a
structure, how to involve both people . More about triadic consultations - both parties
perspectives need to be explored and accepted. Consider seeing the parties separately
- talked about techniques of how to speak to one party, e.g. adolescent on their own to
see if they want further follow up by themselves (if appropriate).Need to be mindful
when discussing examination options in a triadic consultation; is the patient happy for
their relative/friend/cater to be in the room? Advantages of the third person is that
they can act as a ‘chaperone’.
Talked about triadic consults with regards to Interpreters and how to transfer
interaction between the interpreter and patient (explored difficulty in having nonprofessional interpreter e.g. relative). W/r to CSA – aim for “toward child behaviours”,
i.e. involving the child explicitly. Often child not in room in examination scenario,
could be spouses come together – may be talking about drinking, still need the triadic
skills for effectiveness.
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8// USING LINE UPS
TO EXPLORE IDEAS
Line-ups are a good way to engage activist
learners (See ENRICH Using learning styles) near
the start of the session, while also allowing
learners with other styles to participate.
What it is for?
Line-ups can be used as simple energisers
(see ENERGISE Quick energisers). However, the
line-up technique can be used in much more
nuanced ways, to support the delivery of the
formal content of the session, and to explore
the ways in which participants understanding
of ideas changes over time.
For example, participants could be asked to
line-up with one side of the room being
designated as “I have never given any personal
information about myself to a patient, in any
circumstances whatsoever, except for my name
and GMC number”; the opposite side being “I
have shared personal information with patients,
would give selected patients my personal mobile
number and would happily share my own
experiences of illness or mental health issues if it
was relevant to that patient.” The middle might
be “I have shared occasional experiences with
patients and the practice website includes
information about my non-work life”.
Participants line up on a continuum, discussing
with people on either side of them whether
there are some personal things they would share
(which? And in what circumstances?).
When to use it
This method is useful at the start of sessions
exploring subjects that require critical appraisal
of ideas from participants,(see the section on
critical appraisal of tests and investigations in
RESOURCES, below) and at intervals during that
session. The method can also be used when
exploring responses to potentially controversial
material, where the range of opinions is wide

and where learning may be expected to develop
participants’ attitudes and values over time.
The method can also be used to trigger debate
amongst participants when they realise that
other people do not have the same approach as
they do themselves. While at one level it may
seem very obvious that people hold different
opinions: in practice, many participants are
surprised to find that other members of the
group have different beliefs and behaviours to
themselves, even in common clinical situations.
Further examples are given below in Resources,
which will make this clearer.
The set up: how to use this method
As in most situations, the initial set up, and the
subject for the line-up need to be carefully
chosen by the educator, so that the maximum
rage of responses is elicited, so that the potential
for discussion, debate and attitudinal change
is maximised.
Explanations/timings
Explaining the line-up subject should take less
than a minute if the issue has been prepared by
the educator in advance, with two opposing
statements, represented by the extreme ends of
the line-up. Explain the issue and that you are
asking them to line up so that the range of views
in the room will be seen, so that participants can
learn about different views and ideas.
Allow a few minutes for participants to discuss
their positions and to change their positions as
they realise that they may need to be towards
one end or another.
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The debrief: maximising the benefits
When the talking has died down and the line-up
appears relatively stable, stop the talk and make
a general summarising comment about how
participants have distributed themselves.
Invite participants to comment on how they
came to choose their position. (“How” questions
are often more comfortable and easier to
answer than “why” questions). Educators can
either wait for volunteers or use the “pose,
pause, pounce, bounce” approach (see
ENERGISE Using questions effectively).
Use an accepting approach, thank participants
for their contribution and accepting their views
in a non-judgemental way. Initially, aim for the
widest number of views (using easy access
questions).
Then, commenting on the range of views can
lead into the specific content of the session. In
the case suggested above the introductory line
up about how much personal information
patients can share about the clinician, could be
the introduction to a session on fitness to
practice and integrity, or to the subject of how
clinicians manage their own personal health
issues, or to a session on how clinicians should
behave in respect of social media.
Equipment/resources needed
Space to move around in is ideal. Most rooms
will allow this as even in a formal layout there
will be room in the aisle or across the front or
back of the room.
Skills to make this work even better
Debriefing can go beyond a simple exploration
of the spread of ideas, although that, in itself,
can be extremely revealing and helpful.
Educators can increase the challenge of follow
up questions by asking participants to pair up
with someone whose view seems different/
furthest from their own.
Ask the pairs to discuss their views. A range of
possible trigger questions can be used here as
long as they are open questions that allow
exploration of the issues.

Examples of follow up questions could include:
• “What if?” What if you were working in a
small town? (to the participants who would
never share any information) What if your
health problems included drug abuse? (to the
participants who would share freely).
• “How would you justify your position?”
Explain to your partner what justifies your
position on this topic. Extend by saying:
“How would you justify a more/less flexible
approach?”
• “What implications does your position
have for the place you work in?”
• “What evidence would make you change
to a different position?”
Pitfalls/when NOT to use this method
This method is not likely to be helpful in a highly
formalised educational setting, where
participants do not know or trust each other.
Exercises like this benefit from the structured
introductions and engagement processes
outlined in the ENGAGE section. In a large
auditorium, participants could be asked to do
a thought experiment, where they mentally
choose a position for themselves at the start
(ask them to write down a number from one to
ten to indicate their preference), repeating the
exercise at the end, to see whether new
information changes positions.
While this is a very useful technique, as with all
methods, variety is the key. Be sparing and
deliberate about using line-ups and they will
maintain their effectiveness and interest.
Applications in other areas of
the session
Repeating a line up at the end of the session
using the same question could give participants
the opportunity to enact any changes in their
positions. Using line-up more than once during a
session could also be used to illuminate positions
on different but related questions. In the
example above, a follow up issue might be at
one extreme “I never post any photos of myself
on social media and I have deleted my Facebook
account”, with the other extreme being “I
maintain lots of social media accounts, and only
mention work/patients in disguised ways”.
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How does this help to build
relationships?
Participants learn to appreciate that there are a
wide range of approaches to many issues, and
that a variety of positions can be justified. In
discussing the follow up questions, participants
are invited to enter into the thinking of another
person, and share their own thinking. This builds
relationships between participants. When ideas
are shared with the group, the educator,
modelling accepting, non-judgemental attitudes,
also builds participant educator relationships.

• “Care should be provided on the basis of need
not ability to pay the costs, so I want no part
in private medical care at all”.
“Why shouldn’t I gain if people have money to
spend on their health? I am happy to seek out
lucrative private practice opportunities”.

How does this help to structure
the education?
Using line-ups as punctuation helps to give the
session pace and structure, making it more
interesting and helping to maintain engagement
throughout.

Another way to use a line-up is to illustrate
“Normality” as a concept when the subject
is critical appraisal of tests and
investigations.

Resources
Here are some examples of ways that line-ups
can be used to deepen engagement with
specific subject matter. Educators can easily
develop their own examples when familiar with
the technique.
In a session on end of life care or assisted
dying; the two extremes could be:
• “If there was a legal, properly set up
“Dignitas” type service in this area, I would be
willing to participate as one of the clinicians”
• “I would never do anything, whatsoever, to
hasten a person’s death.”
In sessions discussing professional
development and career aims; the two
extremes could be:
• “I am a clinician and I don’t want to be
burdened with administration and
management, I should spend all my time
looking after patients”.
“Organisation influences how well the service
works for patients; I want to be fully involved
in ensuring it works well. I can learn new skills
if needed”.

“A clinician’s duty is to do everything possible
for patients and I expect to work pretty hard,
staying late at times”.
“A clinician’s first duty is to themselves and
their families and they never work beyond
their allotted time.”

When using a line-up in this way, the aim is to
demonstrate how, although participants may all
be considered “normal”, some of their
characteristics will inevitably put them at the
extreme of a Bell Curve. Ask participants to line
up several times, changing the issue each time in
a way that may be expected to differentiate
people in different ways. Give the participant at
the extreme ends of the range a card, with a red
exclamation mark on, to illustrate that they are
an “Abnormal outlier”.
Here are some examples of issues that will
spread the participants out:
• Line up in order of height – tallest this end,
shortest that end.
• Line up in order of birth month – January at
this end, December at that end.
• Line up in order of the date of your birth in
the month (i.e. one for the first, two for the
second, etc.)
• Line up with those of you who cannot sing
and feel singing solo in public is a form of
torture here.
At the other end those who love singing and
actually have a gig coming up soon!
• Line up in order of how many educational
establishments you studied at between the
ages of three and 23.
• Line up in order of those who like their food
as spicy and hot as possible at one end, and
those who prefer unspiced, creamy, mild foods
at the other.
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After a few rounds, it will become apparent that if
you go on long enough, everyone will attract a red
exclamation card for something. Most test results
give a normal range which is defined as two
standard deviations from the mean. It will be clear
that in some respect or another, everyone who is
normal will none the less be at the extreme end of
some kind of bell curve. It follows for this that if
we do enough blood tests, even a normal person
will probably have at least one abnormal result.
Demonstrate this so that participants can develop
their understanding of what tests and
investigations actually mean. This can illustrate
the potential harm of over investigation, finding
and chasing irrelevant results that are in fact,
arising by chance.
For most tests, about five per cent of
people who are normal will lie outside the
two standard deviation range, i.e. if there
are 20 tests done, one would be abnormal
entirely by chance. This also explains
“reversion to the mean” if the same test is
repeated several times.
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9// CREATING ACTION
LEARNING SETS
Giving participants the opportunity to work in
self-facilitated small groups can galvanise learning and
develop useful skills for working together effectively.
What it is for?
Giving participants the opportunity to work in
self-facilitated small groups can galvanise
learning and develop useful skills for working
together effectively.
Dividing groups into smaller Action Learning Sets
method can achieve several objectives.
• Participants learn the skills of self-facilitated
learning in groups, so that they can continue
to educate themselves in the longer term –
small group work, often problem-based
study, seems to generate Continued
Professional Development of the highest
quality. Working in such groups is a good
protection against burnout.
• It is a way of using educator resources
more efficiently.
• It is a way to engage and energise participants
to do educational activities at times when
formal educational events such as study
release courses are not running.
When to use it
Action learning sets are small sub groups of the
total participant group, meeting without an
educator, facilitating themselves. Such groups
work best when they can meet over a period of
time, with the same participants. So they need
to be set up when there is a realistic possibility
of the participants still being in continuing
training for the duration of the group. The total
duration of the group will depend on its purpose
and practical arrangements; it should be at least
three or four meetings, but could meet weekly
for up to a year, within a training programme.
Some groups, which initially start during formal
training programmes, develop into long-term
CPD groups that may continue to meet

after the end of the formal training programme.
Such groups, may provide education and
developmental support to their members for
years after they were initially set up. The
educator can approach organising such groups
so that they are well prepared for this way of
working: as the effects may last for many years
on occasions, this is a very effective use of
educator time.
Setting up learning sets at the start of ST3 (in
General Practice) provides excellent opportunities
for self-directed learning skills to develop, for
supportive groups to form and for educators to
use their time effectively. The same method
could be used at other stages of training.
The set up: how to use this method
Before setting up action learning sets,
participants need to be aware of and have skills
in participating in small groups. Thus, previous
training exercises in how to run a group are
essential. This will normally be experiential
learning (for example a Survival task with
focussed debrief about the teamwork skills
required) and highlight the need for everyone to
take responsibility for chairing functions,
timekeeping, scribing, keeping on the task, or
for those roles to be specifically rotated around
all members of the group.
Allocation of the members of the group
should be done by the educators(s) aiming for a
mix of strengths, a mix of personalities, a mix of
learning styles and a mix of abilities. Try to avoid
having people who just “sit with their friends”.
This makes for a less rich learning experience
and is not overall beneficial. Thus, do not
encourage groups to self-select.
The meeting location and time should be
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agreed in advance with the educator if it is to
form part of a Study Release Course. Remind
members that ST educational time is paid work
and should be completed with the same
punctuality, attendance, diligence and quality
as other work they are paid to do.
Explanations/timings
Group work should be prepared, using the
EWAP approach (see ENAGAGE Everything with
a purpose) having a mixture of methods of
working. This could include some quizzes, case
discussions, preparation of an audit or protocol,
working through partnership issues in a “virtual
practice”, or ethical discussions. The range is
huge. Time should also be allowed for
participants to share experiences, work on
examination related material and provide
support to each other.
If action learning sets are created as part of
Study Release Programme, allow about two
hours for the action learning set to meet so that
there is also time for writing up and ePortfolio
entries to be completed.
The debrief: maximising the benefits
A chair and a scribe should be identified each
week and the scribe asked to produce a one
page summary of learning to be circulated to
whole group, not just their smaller unit, so that
learning is shared and stronger, more detailed
work is highlighted to the whole group. The
educator can allocating the chair and scribe, so
that that all members get experience of these
roles, and the same people do not do
everything. Highlight that the purpose of this is
so that participants will be well prepared for
taking chairing and reporting roles in the
professional teams they will be involved with
after training. Encourage them to ask for
opportunities to practice chairing meetings
while they are still in training and get feedback.
The chair of the action learning set should be
encouraged to seek feedback from the group.
A suitable feedback proforma is under Resources
(page 30).

Equipment/resources needed
Some “trigger” prepared work should normally
be allocated, although as groups become more
skilled there is the option to encourage them to
devise and deliver their own learning, simply
reporting back what they are doing. Adult
learners will also naturally use the time to share
experiences, talk through difficulties and support
each other.
Skills to make this work even better
Link the trigger learning materials (examples
given below) to the competency framework.
This helps to guide planning, so that the
purpose of the work is made explicit to
participants and so that participants are
assisted to write appropriate portfolio entries.
In turn, good portfolio entries are useful,
so that trainers to link the competencies to
entries, so that preparation for ARPC panels
is easier and quicker.
Take feedback on the work set:
• Is it too little or too superficial?
• Too much?
• Does it provoke thought?
(See the EVALUATE section for more details on
how to evaluate education).
It can be helpful to set work as an unfolding
story, where the group need to respond
differently as different information becomes
available. Ask the chair to take responsibility for
working through this. Start with easy access,
low challenge material, so that all can readily
engage, and then use Bloom’s taxonomy (see
ENRICH Using taxonomies of learning) in
preparing subsequent work so that the challenge
increases and addresses higher order skills such
analysis, evaluation or critical appraisal.
Educators may want to consider having some
formal facilitation at the initial sessions (perhaps
using a trainer or “GP scholar” (see ENRICH
GP scholars) so that the group can be guided
towards using more effective team/group
work methods.
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Encourage groups/scholars to report and discuss
any group work problems (for example
disruptive or non-attending members).
Emphasising and giving experience of the need
for effective facilitation/chairing, and making the
group roles both explicit and allocated, tends to
make the work effective. Such roles could be
confined to Facilitator/Chair, and Scribe. Ask
groups to consider whether they would also
benefit from sharing the functions of
timekeeper, quality checker (are we getting deep
enough here?), group representative (to report
concerns or difficulties), someone to manage
any resources, task manager (are we on track?)
or social secretary.
Pitfalls/when NOT to use this method
This works when groups can reasonably be
expected to work together over time, building
their relationships and their skills together. It is
not really suitable for one off sessions.
Applications in other areas of
the session
N/A
How does this help to build
relationships?
If sub-groups are well set up in the action
learning set activities, learning relationships
deepen and develop to a high level. Often such
groups will continue doing CPD together after
the Course itself has finished, which offers
lifelong learning opportunities.
How does this help to structure
the education?
The nature, difficulty and content of the work
can be varied through the year, starting with
clinical issues perhaps, and moving on to more
complex areas such as partnership matters,
developing resilience, ethics and can include
challenges such as preparing an educational
session for other people.
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RESOURCES
Here are some examples of ways for the chair to get feedback on their skills.
1. Action learning sets /chairperson’s feedback
Each week the small group will have some tasks and a designated chair and scribe. This is to help you
learn how to work in a group or team and to practice teamwork skills in a supportive environment.
Each week one person will give feedback to the chair using this sheet as a guide. The chairs job
(supported by everyone in the group who will also need to use some chairing skills) is to:
• Unite the group
• Focus the group on the task (and helping the whole group to work together effectively)
• Mobilise the group to do the things needed (on time, complete the business,
make decisions where needed)
UNITING THE GROUP. Did the Chair start the meeting clearly?
Did the chair encourage everyone to introduce themselves and role (if needed) or bring them together
in some other way (e.g. “ everyone say how their week was, or one good thing at work or one difficult
thing”) .Did the chair ensure everyone knew what they were there for?
Feedback for this week’s chair. What did you notice them doing that helped this process?

FOCUSING THE GROUP. Did the chair focus everyone’s attention on the task?
Introducing the agenda, checking for any other agenda items that people wanted to discuss, setting
out broad timescales. Did the chair focus everyone’s attention on the process? Did the chair ensure
that quieter members were also able to contribute and that they were on board? That the process of
how to do the task was agreed by everyone, not necessarily decided by the chair but agreed together?
Feedback for this week’s chair. What did you notice them doing that helped this process?

MOBILISING THE GROUP. Did the chair help the group to get the task done?
Ensuring everyone contributed, encouraging quieter people to contribute, helping noisier people to
listen to what others have to say?
Feedback for this week’s chair. What did you notice them doing that helped this process?

Write some suggestions for how they could improve their chairing skills.
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2. An Example of work for an Action Learning Set in General Practice training
Here is an unfolding story, starting with some clinical issues around learning disability, and deepening
to discuss safeguarding and ethical concerns. As you read it consider how you, as an educator, would
explain the purpose of the work and what competencies are being explored. Participants can find that
such evolving stories are memorable, and trigger deeper reflections than any web based or textbook
learning. The notes in italics show how the different elements are structured to cover different levels
of learning. This covers the GP curriculum statement concerning The Care of Patients with Learning
Disabilities and the competencies include Data Gathering and Interpretation, Holistic Care, Working
with Colleagues and in Teams, Clinical Management and Maintaining an Ethical Approach.
Learning disabilities Group work
Chair to read out these details of press release.
Carers who worked closely with James Hughes, the disabled man whose decomposing and
emaciated body was found crammed into a suitcase in the garden of the family home, today
told how they had been taken in by his mother’s “lies”.
When Hughes, who was 21 but had the mental age of a toddler, stopped attending two
care centres, his carers accepted the explanations given by his mother, that he was with
other relative Once, she said he could not attend because he had a piece of popcorn stuck
in his gums.
On the second day of the inquest into his death, it emerged that James had not attended one
centre for six months and a second for five at the time his body, weighing just 28.6kg (4st 2lb)
and dressed only in a nappy, was found. It was also revealed that, despite needing constant
care, James did not have his own social worker at the time of his death.
Yesterday, a doctor at his local surgery admitted he had “slipped through the net”.
James’s death came to light only after his mother had gone missing She was found hanged in
undergrowth nearby, police then discovered James corpse, wrapped in a sheet and quilt, in a
suitcase in the garden.
This morning, his one-to-one carer at the Church View respite centre, which Hughes attended
twice a week, said he was “adorable”, She said she noticed last autumn that he was losing
weight. The centre contacted his mother to express concerns about his health, but his
attendance “dwindled”. When she went to James’s home to give him his Christmas present,
Wardle shut the door on her. Wardle continued to make “plausible” excuses as to why
Hughes would not be attending the centre.
The inquest has been told that James had a rare genetic condition called ring 22
chromosome. He could not speak and had epilepsy. He wore nappies because he was doubly
incontinent, tried to eat almost everything he could grab, and often kept the whole
household up all night with extremely disturbed behaviour in his room. Wardle had “doted”
on James but, as his main carer, was always tired. She was worried about debts, the threat of
losing her home and the possibility of her relationship breaking up.
She was on anti-depressants while drinking heavily and smoking cannabis and had told her
son, Daniel: “I’ve had enough,” the inquest heard.
The inquest has been told that James had not seen a doctor for three years before his death.
His computer records were almost completely lost during a switch of systems, and he was
given repeat prescriptions of a drug for epilepsy without being seen by a doctor. The drug
could have been dangerous for a person as slight as James.
His GP’s surgery had written to Wardle on a string of occasions asking her to attend reviews
of her son’s treatment. However, she did not reply and the letters were not followed up.
The inquest continues.
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The events described in the press release were tragic for all concerned. James, his mother, the
professionals involved. Cases like these form the background to the recommendation for an annual
review of those with learning disabilities. This is especially pertinent as many patients in this group are
now living much longer, developing co morbidities and complications. They may live in a great variety
of circumstances; at home, in assisted living centres, in supported lodgings, group homes, residential
homes or flats.
Part one
List the interactions that James and his mother had or could have had with the practice who was
looking after them.
What opportunities of improved care do each of these interactions offer? List them and clarify how
these opportunities could have been enacted or missed in your own practices. How would James and
his mother have been coded to highlight their need for care? How many carers are on a practice list?
Where can they turn to for help?
Note for educators: this element roughly corresponds to Blooms level of “Knowledge” or
“remembering” using words like describe, or list. These are easy access, low challenge tasks that
help to get everyone on board at the start.
Can you explain what is it like being a Carer? A person with a learning disability?
Use your smart phones or computers to have a look at some first person accounts:
https://www.mencap.org.uk/about-learning-disability/information-parents-carers-and-family/
real-life-stories
http://www.healthtalk.org/peoples-experiences/disability-impairment/pam
http://www.healthtalk.org/peoples-experiences/disability-impairment/tracy
https://www.mencap.org.uk/about-learning-disability/information-parents-carers-and-family/
real-life-stories/becoming-single-carer
https://www.mencap.org.uk/blog/everyone-should-have-chance-be-relationship
After you have done some browsing (individually or in pairs perhaps), debrief by summarising and
sharing what you found.
Note for educators: this roughly corresponds to Blooms level of “Understanding” triggered by
words like explain, summarise, paraphrase.
What did you find most interesting about these accounts/ideas? Most surprising? Any thoughts about
professional roles?
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Part two
In the following pages you are going to have the opportunity to work through a complex case, looking
at different aspects.
The patient; Grace Dowd is a 26 year old woman with Downs syndrome. She has been on your list for
some years but you know little about her and she rarely consults. She appears to have been in good
health. She is listed for a double appointment with you later during your surgery. The patient before
her has just cancelled and the patient after her has sent a message saying she will be a “quite late”
so Grace is effectively the last patient on your list today. You take the opportunity to browse her notes
and prepare for the consultation.
Her address is 26 Green Street, a pleasant street of small semidetached, housing association houses
near the surgery. She is on Phenytoin 100 mg four at night, and has no current or past investigations
listed except her weight and height from five years ago (weight 70 kg height 5 feet 1 inch). She has
no ongoing active problems apart from the entry for Down’s syndrome. Minor issues have been:
• Nits
• Fungal infection of the skin
• Sports medical
What other types of information can you get from your system that may help you to prepare for
Graces consultation today? What issues would you like to bring up?
Note for educators: this roughly corresponds to Blooms level of ”Knowledge” of what the
IT system can convey, with some elements of “Analysing” which uses ideas like categorise,
organise outline.
Part Three
Your records show:
• Aged 10 nits – several consultations.
• Aged 19 skin rash – treated for a fungal infection of the arm.
• Aged 22 thought to have had a fit – she went pale and fell down and was slightly twitchy according
to the notes. She was started on Phenytoin in casualty. There are no other letters pertaining to this
event and she has been on Phenytoin ever since.
• Aged 23 Attended for medical to ensure she was fit to attend the sports offered at her Community
College. At that time she planned to do swimming and this was thought to be OK.
• Her medication is overdue for review and there are two letters to the mother asking her to be
brought in for a review one in each of the preceding years.
• She is not on the learning disability register in your practice.
• Her address shows two other people on your list.
–– John Dowd, now deceased. He died suddenly last year from a sub arachnoid haemorrhage.
Little other history.
–– Jane Dowd a 65 year old woman who has severe CKD and attends a local dialysis unit three times
a week. The CKD is due to polycystic kidney disease.
–– Jane Dowd had an episode of severe depression after her husband’s death and took an overdose.
She is on Fluoxetine 40mg and Trazodone at night as well as BP drugs, sodium bicarbonate, one
alphacalcidol, Diazepam to help her sleep, Vitamin B co, Thiamine, She is under investigation for a
high GGT at the renal unit.
Are there any other issues you would now like to pursue?
Note for educators: this roughly corresponds to Blooms level of “Applying” knowledge
in practice. Sometimes this takes the form of being able to ask or generate the right questions,
than simply to know some answers.
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Part Four
Grace comes in with another adult holding a clipboard – this is “Maria” her carer. Grace has been
living in a group home for learning disabled adults it seems, in a distant part of your practice. This
happened because her Mother became too ill to care for her. Maria announces that they have come
for a “routine annual medical”.
• What would constitute a “routine annual medical” here?
• What important conditions may not be spontaneously presented by Grace, but would be
important not to miss?
Note for educators: this roughly corresponds to Blooms level of “Applying” knowledge
in practice.
Grace complains of tiredness alot and likes to stay in bed as much as possible. She is settling in well at
the home, enjoys attending community college twice a week to do Art and Basic Skills. Maria reports
that “Barry, who is Grace’s favourite staff member” says she is constipated and her tummy hurts.
On examination you find:
• Grace is a bit pale.
• She has cool extremities and has dry skin. She is rather obese BMI 37
• Her abdomen shows a possible swelling, mildly tender, on the left hand side, but Grace is very
ticklish and laughs alot so it’s hard to feel much.
Maria gets a call on her mobile phone during the exam and goes out to take a call. While she is out
Grace says: “Glad she’s gone. She won’t let Barry stay in my room. We are going to get married one
day and Barry says it’s good to practice sex beforehand”. When Maria comes in the room Grace
immediately clams up and says nothing else.
What are your thoughts now and what would be your next steps?
Note for educators: this roughly corresponds to Blooms level of “Analysing” information
and understanding the implications as well as ”Evaluating” which includes ideas of interpretation
and making appropriate and defensible judgements.
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Part Five
Your nurse got some blood but remarks that Grace found it extremely distressing and yelled and
screamed throughout although she did remain still and co-operated. She said after that “Barry will be
cross with me if he hears I have been naughty, he says I am dirty girl.”
The blood tests come back:
• HB 10 MCV 77 ferritin 3
• TSH 20 T4 18
• Vitamin D level less than 15 (NR 50 to 150)
• Phenytoin level 100 (normal range for the lab is 30 to 70)
How does this link with her history and physical examination?
Outline a clear management plan for Grace.
1. Her immediate treatment.
2. Her follow up; what issues may arise here?
3. What about her psychological situation? Her social care?
4. What services locally should be involved in Grace’s care?
5. How have you decided to tackle to issue of her having sex with a staff member at her home?
Isn’t she entitled to a relationship just like anyone else?
Note for educators: which elements of Bloom’s taxonomy are involved in these tasks?
How could the practice improve its care for learning disabled patients? What makes these patients
difficult for health care professionals to deal with? What developments in our skills or attitudes
could help?
See also https://www.mencap.org.uk/PANTSCampaign
Note for educators: this roughly corresponds to Blooms level of ”Creating” which refers to
ideas like design, produce, make, invent and improve.
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10// EFFECTIVE QUESTIONS
FOR GROUPS
Using effective questions is a way of opening up
discussion, directing it productively, focusing attention
on relevant issues and can also be used to reinforce
learning and aid recall.
When to use it
Effective questioning focusses discussion
effectively so that the group is directed
appropriately to consider important issues.
Good questions are helpful in all aspects of the
session; initial set up of the day, in pairs or small
group exercises, in plenaries and when revising
learning points at the end of the session.
Planning effective questions can happen as part
of the educator’s preparation. Well developed
questioning skills are also valuable for educators
to use opportunistically during sessions.
For example, interesting issues may arise in
an unplanned way, or, participants may
voice unexpected concerns or difficulties.
Good questions open up debate and permit
deeper levels of discussion, critical appraisal
and evaluation.
The set up: how to use this method
First decide your question; questions should be
open (which means they cannot be answered
with a single word), and create an element of
uncertainty or debate within them.
Consider starting questions with a word like
“Who, Where, What, How and When” so that
the field is left open for discussion, yielding
richer content.
Aim for “easy access, high challenge” questions,
so that the question is readily understandable,
so that lots of answers are generated to begin
with, so that the educator can get a large
quantity of ideas first. This makes participation
easy and less intimidating to quieter group
members.

Then use follow up questions to rank ideas, to
prioritise ideas, to extend ideas, to test ideas in
practice and even work out when they might
not apply, so that the challenge of the
questions are increased. This means examining
quality of ideas after first getting a quantity
of suggestions.
Increasing the challenge works well if questions
start with:
• What if …? (changing a key variable like age,
co-morbidity, geographical area)
• What evidence supports …?
• What are the implications of …?
• How does this link to other things we have
learned about?
• How would you justify ...
–– an opposing point of view?
–– a more drastic approach?
–– a more kindly approach?
–– a more flexible approach?
• How could you use this in practice?
Explanations/timings
Use a “Pause, Pair, Square, Share” approach.
Always allow some individual reflection time first
to allow all participants to collect their thoughts,
to think for themselves, ensuring that all have
something to contribute.
Then ask them to discuss in pairs, deciding
which ideas are then most important. The in
groups of four (square) ask each pair to justify
to the other pair why their ideas are valuable
and important…explaining the reasoning.
This exposes participants to different points
of view and different thinking processes.
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Weaker students learn about how stronger
students think and are exposed to a greater
range of ideas, while still having to think about
ideas for themselves.
When inviting sharing from the smaller units to
the whole group accept each contribution and
thank the contributor, aiming for the maximum
quantity of contributions initially. Then use more
challenging questions as above to extend and
explore the ideas.
The debrief: maximising the benefits
Try to simply avoiding restating the question,
explore the issues that come up and follow up
with questions or statements to encourage
contributors to share their reasoning. This can
be remembered as ABC:
• Accept and thank the contributor,
• Build their response (tell me more, any
more details?)
• Challenge them to provide evidence or to
summarise their position in one sentence or
ten words.
Equipment/resources needed
N/A
Skills to make this work even better
Encourage the participants to write down their
thoughts as they have them, even better if they
have a dedicated notebook for the training
sessions. This encourages commitment, creates
a record of learning ideal for e Portfolios.
When debriefing in the whole group, the
educator can use a “Pose, Pause, Pounce,
Bounce” approach. Pose the question, Pause to
allow reflection individually and then in pairs,
then squares(fours). Pounce on one person to
feedback and then Bounce those ideas between
the other contributions. (For example, thanks for
the idea that courage is required to go and see a
dying patient, anyone got other thoughts?”)
Before starting the discussion, explain that you
will be stopping from time to time to summarise
what has been said and that participants should
record key points and who said them as they
go along.

Use questions like:
• What made you think the most?
• Who had the best evidence for their
point of view?
• What contribution was most similar
to your own?
• Who do you agree with most?
• Who would you still like to hear from?
This approach allows quieter and introverted
participants to actively participate much more,
and reinforces the points raised.
Finish with a statement like: “Write down ten
words to sum up what you have learned/taken
away from this discussion.”
Pitfalls/when NOT to use this method
Probably not for very large groups in lecture
type situations – these are rare in ST training but
occasionally occur in conferences, etc.
Applications in other areas of
the session
The think, pair, square, share approach can
be used to trigger discussion or to consider
application of learning at different stages of
the session and can provide useful recap and
reinforcement of learning too (See EVALUATION).
How does this help to build
relationships?
This method of learning is collaborative so that
participants find themselves learning and sharing
their knowledge in the same session. Hearing
good ideas from peers is often more powerful
than hearing the same ideas seemingly dictated
from a senior.
How does this help to structure
the education?
This approach provides an excellent way to
structure learning into smaller component parts,
providing pace and changes of tempo through
the session.
Resources
For more details see The Really Lazy Teachers
Handbook by Jim Smith.
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11// IDENTIFYING TEAM
AND GROUP SKILLS USING
A SURVIVAL EXERCISE
We do not usually face the challenge of a plane crash,
shipwreck or being lost in a desert; yet a simulation
exercise considering how to survive is a good way to
energise a group and orientate them to the skills of
effective teamwork.
What it is for?
This method is used as a way of energising
groups to really think hard about what is
required for effective teamwork, or effective
education in smaller groups. Everyone works in
teams and recognises the effective and less
effective team players. However, it is often
assumed that a good team player was “just born
that way”.
The task of educators is firstly, to demonstrate
what skills are required for good teamwork, so
that those skills can be identified and
understood. Secondly, educators need to offer
opportunities for those skills to be developed,
with feedback, so that participants understand
that these are learnable skills. Methods such as
ENERGISE Creating action learning sets and the
team skills methods in the ENRICH section, give
participants opportunities to practice team skills
and get feedback, so that they can develop their
team roles, so that they can be more effective in
clinical settings.

When to use it
A simulation approach to a team task can be
used with any team wishing to develop their
skills further. In an educational context, this
approach is often best used at the beginning of
a programme or module where the development
of teamwork is emphasised, so that the skills
needed are highlighted, so that the problems
arising from failure to use these skills are
experienced and so that participants get
opportunities to practice new skills in a nonthreatening environment. It is very suitable for a
residential and can be followed up later with
ENERGISE Teamwork skills using constructions.
Asking participants to work individually at first,
then in a small group, and then as a large group,
highlights the strengths and weaknesses of each
approach, so that the educator can help the
group identify helpful and non-helpful team
work behaviours. The advantages of small group
over individual and large group learning are also
experienced directly by the participants; learning
from experience in this way is a powerful and
time efficient way for educators to get their
points across.
This is a complex and many faceted exercise, not
a quick method; allow plenty of time especially
for the debriefing.
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The set up: how to use this method
In this exercise, the participants are asked to
imagine themselves being a group who have
survived a crash, or shipwreck, in a desert or
other hostile environment. Individually, then as a
small group, and later, as a whole large group,
they are invited to consider a list of equipment
that is available to them and rank these in order
of usefulness. (Examples are given in the
Resources section below). The most useful item
should be ranked number one, the second most
useful number two and so on.
Give every participant a copy of the
challenge task to read. Ask them to commit
themselves to their own personal ranking of the
equipment in order of importance. In addition,
they should record their decision as to whether
they wait to be rescued, or set off in search of
help and shelter themselves (“Stay or go”).
Divide the group into smaller units of around
six (minimum) to eght (maximum) participants.
Very small groups will not have enough spread
of behaviours and larger groups tend to mean
that quieter participants simply do not get a
chance to participate comfortably. Then ask the
small groups (each having a private room or
space to work in) to agree a group version of the
final ranking, and a group decision about “stay
or go”.
Reconvene as a single large group and invite
the small groups to share their rankings and
their “stay or go” decision”. Record these clearly
on a flip chart for all to see. Using different
colours for different groups will highlight who
decided which ranking. Debrief the changes that
individuals made and how the small group
decided its final ranking, (see the debrief for
more details).
Ask the whole, large group, to agree a final
ranking, as there will inevitably be differences
between the small group rankings. The large
group should also make a “stay or go” decision.
The final decisions should also be recorded on
the flip chart.
Finally, write the “expert rankings” on the flip
chart and invite reflection on how those rankings
differ from individuals’ decisions, and how they
differ from small and large group rankings.

Explanations/timings
Allow a couple of minutes to explain that they
are the survivors of a crash, and that the task is
to rank the equipment list they have available,
in order of usefulness. They have ended up
somewhere with no mobile service, no internet
and no battery recharging available.
(For example, one of the large meeting rooms
in a Grange over Sands Hotel – true).
Explain that the purpose of this task is to
give them experience of different ways of
working, (individual, small group and large
group), so that we can explore what happens
in different contexts, so that we can learn
more about how working together as a group
or team enhances learning. This is so that the
team and group work they do in education
and clinically will be more effective, and almost
always, more enjoyable, (See ENGAGE
Everything with a purpose).
Then, after giving everyone a sheet with the
information on (see Resources below), allow
participants at least five minutes to do their
individual rankings and possibly a little more.
The time it takes participants to read and digest
the information given to them varies a lot…
observe participants carefully and see when they
stop reading and start making lists; allow at least
five minutes for the ranking process. Insist that
they write down their ranking privately and fully:
check they have done this before allocating
them to small groups. They can be allocated
randomly (see ENERGISE Group sorting methods)
or educators may choose to try and balance
groups (with quieter and louder participants, for
example).
Allow 20 minutes for the small groups to make
their own ranking decisions: time this strictly,
asking them to complete a ranking which they
can report back at 20 minutes.
Allow the large group no more than 10 minutes
to decide the final rankings and decision about
“stay or go”. Be strict about timing.
Writing up their rankings and “stay or go”
decisions on the flip chart takes time, allow at
least five minutes for this.
The debriefing process can easily require 20 to
25 minutes.
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The debrief: maximising the benefits
Although doing the rankings can be quite
interesting, and energise groups to start working
together, the real benefits of this exercise are
only realised during the debriefing, which needs
to be meticulous.

Finally, put the “expert score rankings on the flip
chart and ask the group to identify similarities
and differences in the various rankings. Have the
“expert” crib sheet to hand to explain the expert
reasoning, if you are not a survival expert
yourself.

When all the rankings are recorded, (individuals
will have their own, the small groups’ results will
be on the flip chart), invite individuals to
compare their own rankings to that of their
small groups and the other small groups.

Typically, the shared brain power of the small
groups tends to mean that small groups
improve the quality of their rankings over
that of individuals. Use this phenomenon to
stress how the group “knows more” than
individuals, and that learning together means
that everyone benefits from the different things
participants bring to the group.

Then ask open questions like:
• “What changes in ranking were made
from individual’s ideas, after discussion
with their group?”
• “How did you come to change your mind?”
• “How did the small group decide on their
final ranking?”
• “Who was most involved/least involved in
the ranking in the small group?”
• “What behaviours did you notice that helped
the group to decide?”
The educator needs to facilitate this discussion
to include team role issues, such as, someone
being asked to be the scribe to record decisions,
agreements about the process, (all agree or vote
or loudest get their way?), some kind of chairing
function to ensure everyone’s ideas are heard,
encouraging behaviours (“that’s a good
thought”), attention to timekeeping and staying
on track with the task (not getting side-tracked).
Then ask the whole large group to make a
single large group decision about rankings
and “stay or go”.
When the large group decisions have been
recorded, ask the group to reflect on any
changes in ranking or changes to the “stay or
go” decision that they may have made. Then
invite reflection about the process of the large
group compared to the smaller groups.
Refer back to previous issues: did everyone get
to participate in the large group? Does anyone
feel that a person who contributed well in the
small group did not contribute at all in the large
group? What might this mean for how the large
group” thinks and decides”? How did the “stay
or go” decision go?

Educators can then emphasise the difference
between the task and the process. Developing
understanding of the process (how we do
things), means that the skills of teamwork can
be deployed more effectively on the task (what
we are going to achieve). Groups that have
effective processes, (everyone agreeing about
how to do the task, paying attention to
everyone, encouraging contributions, attending
to timekeeping and staying on track) tend to
complete their tasks more effectively.
Very often, the large group rankings are in some
or several ways worse than individual or small
group rankings. Ask the group to identify the
behaviours that meant certain rankings or
decisions are worsened. Usually, this is because
one or two confident participants in the large
group sway the rest. Sometimes large groups
make more risky decision for example deciding
to “go” when staying is more rational, usually
because of the strong feelings of a few people.
Finally, the educator should invite the group
to make a list of the most helpful
behaviours/skills used in smaller groups or
teams, and record these clearly on a flip chart.
End by pointing out that anyone can learn how
to do these skills. These skills will be useful in
small group work in educational settings, and
they are crucial skills for effective teamwork in
clinical settings too, (see also ENERGISE Creating
action learning sets).
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Equipment/resources needed
Each group should ideally have their own room
to work in, although in a very large room it
might be possible to have two groups working,
if they are very well spread out.
In advance, prepare the information sheets, one
per participant, and one for each educator.
Before the session, the educator should prepare
a large table on a flip chart: the equipment listed
at the left and then columns for each small
group and the large group to list their ranking
decisions, (there is an example below). The
educator should have the expert ranking to
hand, and the rationale for those rankings as
participants will always want to know how
expert rankings have been made.
Skills to make this work even better
It can be extremely useful for the educator to
observe the small groups in action, just as they
will be observing the large group in action at the
end. It can be useful to have more than one
educator available and for each educator to
observe each small group, rotating between
them. Educators should note actual examples of
helpful or unhelpful behaviours, and refer back
to these during the debriefing, as they are
valuable ways to reinforce group skills.
Examples could include:
• I saw the whole group listening attentively
to the person speaking.
• I heard X say “It would be useful to hear
more about Y’s thinking”
• I noted P saying “we only have ten
minutes left”
Unhelpful behaviours could also be noted:
• I saw a period when there were three
conversations going at once, so not all
contributions were heard.
• I heard two people say something useful that
the group ignored.
• I noted the group starting to talk about
irrelevant subjects.
When allocating groups, educators could choose
to deliberately “unbalance” groups by having all
the confident louder participants on one group
and all the quiet ones in another. This could be a
risky strategy unless the debrief is very carefully
done, as unbalanced groups are more likely to

generate at least one group that is dysfunctional.
Such a group may fail (sometimes spectacularly)
at the task, which is demoralising and can make
participants feel upset and disengaged. It is not
useful to have a dysfunctional, angry group at
the start of a training programme. Unbalanced
groups can mean that the potential benefits of
learning to work with others of a different style
are reduced. To explore team roles and strengths
more explicitly, but in a less threatening way see
ENRICH Teamwork styles).
Pitfalls/when NOT to use this method
One pitfall is that one or more participants know
all the correct answers. This may be because
they have done the exercise before, (although
many participants will keep quiet about this
because they realise the value of the discussion),
or because they have genuine expertise.
However, having genuine expertise may not be
recognised by either the small or large groups.
One colleague who used this exercise using a
desert situation after a car crash, noted one
participant say mildly, “It is much better to stay
put and be rescued”. He was ignored and
subsequently said nothing at all. The group
made many errors in their rankings and took the
(fatal) decision to set off walking across the
desert. In discussion later, it emerged that the
participant who was ignored, had extensive
desert survival training and experience from his
military service. Because he was a quiet,
reflective person, the louder members of the
group discounted his contribution.
This method, for energising people to
understand and develop their group skills,
takes considerable time. It is best used when
groups will be working together subsequently,
so it is not really suitable for one off sessions,
unless the learning will be properly followed
up with more opportunities to build on the
skills explored.
Applications in other areas of
the session
It is possible to note helpful and unhelpful
behaviours at various points in the session. In
subsequent sessions it is useful to refer back to
the importance of task and process and the
importance of the skills used in the process of
achieving tasks.
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How does this help to build
relationships?
Participants get to know each other better
through this kind of intense small group
working, especially if the debriefing is
thoroughly and sensitively carried out. Having
the opportunity to contribute in a smaller less
threatening group can be very encouraging for
quieter, more reflective participants. This
approach can encourage good participation by
all participants.
How does this help to structure
the education?
The initial explanation of the purpose of this
session, (see ENGAGE Everything with a
purpose), can be used to introduce the concept
of team work skills, and to explain to
participants how these skills can be developed
during training. This makes the cumulative
structure of training explicit, and can be used to
link the training to assessment and curriculum
requirements, for example, the relevant Royal
College curriculum. Some participants are very
focussed on specific “knowledge” and may not
realise the importance of learning skills and
developing helpful attitudes to other team
members. Team work training can help them
understand how skills development fits into
professional training.
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RESOURCES
It easy to google survival exercises. Suitable examples are available at
• https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/team-building-problem-solving.htm which includes some
useful information about the “stepladder technique” for gathering ideas and a worksheet for a “lost
at sea exercise”.
• http://www.wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/SurvivalScenarios.html
In the section below, a plane crash scenario is given in full, with the information for participants and
the correct answers for educators! The key point about these scenarios is that all use unfamiliar
environments to emphasise the role of group skills in solving problems; thus the discussions and debrief
are arguably more important than the team exercise itself. Educators can decide whether to ask groups
to name themselves and make the exercise competitive (who lives who dies? Who has the best survival/
group skills), or, to play down the competition element and facilitate it as a means to identify,
understand and develop group/team skills. This needs a more cooperative approach, which may,
ultimately, be more effective educationally.
Survival: a simulation
You and your companions have just survived the crash of a small plane. Both the pilot and co-pilot
were killed in the crash. It is mid-January, and you are in Northern Canada. The daily temperature is
25 below zero, and the night time temperature is 40 below zero. There is snow on the ground, and
the countryside is wooded with several small rivers criss-crossing the area. The nearest town is 20 miles
away. You are all dressed in city clothes appropriate for a business meeting. Your group of survivors
managed to salvage the following items:
• A ball of steel wool
• A small axe
• A loaded .45-calibre pistol
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can of cooking fat
Newspapers (one per person)
Cigarette lighter (without fluid)
Extra shirt and pants for each survivor
20 x 20 ft. piece of heavy-duty canvas
A sectional air map made of plastic
One 2 litre bottle of 100-proof whiskey
A compass
Family-size chocolate bars (one per person)

Before joining your group rank the equipment above in order of importance for your survival.
The most important item should be ranked 1, the second most important 2 and so on. The least
important should be ranked 12.
Your task as a group is to list the above 12 items in order of importance for your survival.
List the uses for each.
You must also decide whether the whole group stays put and waits to be rescued or whether the
whole group leaves to seek help. You must come to agreement as a group before reporting back
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Explanation/educators notes
Mid-January is the coldest time of year in Northern Canada. The first problem the survivors face is the
preservation of body heat and the protection against its loss. This problem can be solved by building a
fire, minimizing movement and exertion, using as much insulation as possible, and constructing a
shelter. The participants have just crash-landed. Many individuals tend to overlook the enormous shock
reaction this has on the human body, and the deaths of the pilot and co-pilot increases the shock.
Decision-making under such circumstances is extremely difficult.
Such a situation requires a strong emphasis on the use of reasoning for making decisions and for
reducing fear and panic. Shock would be shown in the survivors by feelings of helplessness, loneliness,
hopelessness, and fear. These feelings have brought about more fatalities than perhaps any other
cause in survival situations. Certainly the state of shock means the movement of the survivors should
be at a minimum, and that an attempt to calm them should be made.
Before taking off, a pilot has to file a flight plan which contains vital information such as the course,
speed, estimated time of arrival, type of aircraft, and number of passengers. Search-and-rescue
operations begin shortly after the failure of a plane to appear at its destination at the estimated
time of arrival.
The 20 miles to the nearest town is a long walk under even ideal conditions, particularly if one is
not used to walking such distances. In this situation, the walk is even more difficult due to shock,
snow, dress, and water barriers. It would mean almost certain death from freezing and exhaustion.
At temperatures of minus 25 to minus 40, the loss of body heat through exertion is a very
serious matter.
Once the survivors have found ways to keep warm, their next task is to attract the attention of search
planes. Thus, all the items the group has salvaged must be assessed for their value in signalling the
group’s whereabouts.
The ranking of the survivors’ items was made by a former instructor in survival training for the U.S.
Army. This survival simulation game is used in military training classrooms.
Rankings
1. Cigarette lighter (without fluid)
The gravest danger facing the group is exposure to cold. The greatest need is for a source of warmth
and the second greatest need is for signalling devices. This makes building a fire the first order of
business. Without matches, something is needed to produce sparks, and even without fluid, a cigarette
lighter can do that.
2. Ball of steel wool
To make a fire, the survivors need a means of catching he sparks made by the cigarette lighter. This is
the best substance for catching a spark and supporting a flame, even if the steel wool is a little wet.
3. Extra shirt and pants for each survivor
Besides adding warmth to the body, clothes can also be used for shelter, signalling, bedding,
bandages, string (when unravelled), and fuel for the fire.
4. Can of cooking fat
This has many uses. A mirror-like signalling device can be made from the lid. After shining the lid with
steel wool, it will reflect sunlight and generate 5 to 7 million candlepower. This is bright enough to be
seen beyond the horizon. While this could be limited somewhat by the trees, a member of the group
could climb a tree and use the mirrored lid to signal search planes. If they had no other means of
signalling than this, they would have a better than 80% chance of being rescued within the first day.
There are other uses for this item. It can be rubbed on exposed skin for protection against the cold.
When melted into an oil, the fat is helpful as fuel. When soaked into a piece of cloth, melted fat will
act like a candle. The empty can is useful in melting snow for drinking water. It is much safer to drink
warmed water than to eat snow, since warm water will help retain body heat. Water is important
because dehydration will affect decision-making. The can is also useful as a cup.
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5. 20 x 20 foot piece of canvas
The cold makes shelter necessary, and canvas would protect against wind and snow (canvas is used in
making tents). Spread on a frame made of trees, it could be used as a tent or a wind screen. It might
also be used as a ground cover to keep the survivors dry. Its shape, when contrasted with the
surrounding terrain, makes it a signalling device.
6. Small axe
Survivors need a constant supply of wood in order to maintain the fire. The axe could be used for
this as well as for clearing a sheltered campsite, cutting tree branches for ground insulation, and
constructing a frame for the canvas tent.
7. Family size chocolate bars (one per person)
Chocolate will provide some food energy. Since it contains mostly carbohydrates, it supplies the
energy without making digestive demands on the body.
8. Newspapers (one per person)
These are useful in starting a fire. They can also be used as insulation under clothing when rolled up
and placed around a person’s arms and legs. A newspaper can also be used as a verbal signalling
device when rolled up in a megaphone-shape. It could also provide reading material for recreation.
9. Loaded .45-caliber pistol
The pistol provides a sound-signalling device. (The international distress signal is three shots fired in
rapid succession). There have been numerous cases of survivors going undetected because they were
too weak to make a loud enough noise to attract attention. The butt of the pistol could be used as a
hammer, and the powder from the shells will assist in fire building. By placing a small bit of cloth in a
cartridge emptied of its bullet, one can start a fire by firing the gun at dry wood on the ground. The
pistol also has some serious disadvantages. Anger, frustration, impatience, irritability, and lapses of
rationality may increase as the group awaits rescue. The availability of a lethal weapon is a danger to
the group under these conditions. Although a pistol could be used in hunting, it would take an expert
marksman to kill an animal with it. Then the animal would have to be transported to the crash site,
which could prove difficult to impossible depending on its size.
10. Quart of 100 proof whiskey
The only uses of whiskey are as an aid in fire building and as a fuel for a torch (made by soaking a
piece of clothing in the whiskey and attaching it to a tree branch). The empty bottle could be used
for storing water. The danger of whiskey is that someone might drink it, thinking it would bring
warmth. Alcohol takes on the temperature it is exposed to, and a drink of minus 30 degrees Fahrenheit
whiskey would freeze a person’s oesophagus and stomach. Alcohol also dilates the blood vessels in the
skin, resulting in chilled blood belong carried back to the heart, resulting in a rapid loss of body heat.
Thus, a drunk person is more likely to get hypothermia than a sober person is.
11. Compass
Because a compass might encourage someone to try to walk to the nearest town, it is a dangerous
item. Its only redeeming feature is that it could be used as a reflector of sunlight (due to its glass top).
12. Sectional air map made of plastic
This is also among the least desirable of the items because it will encourage individuals to try to walk
to the nearest town. It’s only useful feature is as a ground cover to keep someone dry.
How to score
Each team should list its rankings in order, prior to seeing the answer sheet. To award points, look
at the ranking numbers on this answer sheet. Award points to each team’s according to the numbers
here. For example, the map would earn 12 points, while the steel wool would earn two points.
Lowest score wins (and survives).
“Stay or go “ – teams that stay are likely to survive. Those that go ARE DOOMED.
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12// TEAMWORK SKILLS USING
CONSTRUCTION EXERCISES
Can clinicians build actual bridges?
Sometimes an unfamiliar task can lead
to unexpected learning opportunities.
What it is for?
This method challenges small subgroups of
participants to complete a shared, but unfamiliar,
task, so that they are energised to work
together, particularly if there is a competitive
element, where subgroups compete against
each other for the best construction.
The educator observes groups working together,
so that in the debriefing discussion and feedback
participants can reflect on the skills and attitudes
needed for effective team work. The educator
can then link those skills to the wider professional
context, so that participants understand how
these skills are also needed in other group/team
settings, including Study Release Programmes,
multidisciplinary team meetings of all kinds,
partnership or clinical team meetings, and even in
planning committees and boards.
When to use it
This can be used early in a Study Release Course
when group formation is a priority (for example
in the later stages of a group residential) or,
can be used during the course as a way of
deepening reflection on the skills needed for
effective team work, or, as a way of
demonstrating to the group that their team
work skills have improved after training in
specific aspects (for example effective chairing,
turn taking, ensuring all contributions heard,
planning the work and priorities)

The set up; how to use this method
This works best with teams of around six to
eight people. If the group is large divide it into
smaller units. Explain that the task will be to
make a structure that conforms to certain rules/
criteria, using the materials they have been
given, so that they get an experience of working
as a team. Be very clear what materials are
available, (examples are given in RESOURCES
below), and where other tools or equipment
such as scissors/sellotape are to be found/
shared.
State that the finished piece will be assessed
using fixed criteria and explain what these are,
so that every group starts with the same
information. Compare this to a task that a
clinical team might be required to do (for
example, create a set of easily accessed
instructions and equipment required for
Resuscitation), so that participants understand
why they need to learn teamwork skills, so that
they understand how those skills will be applied
in clinical practice, or in learning situations such
as Action Learning Sets (see ENERGISE Creating
action learning sets).
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Explanations/timings
Give each team an information sheet that gives
the list of materials, timings and any specific
criteria for the build (see examples below in
RESOURCES). Explain the task beforehand: this
usually takes about 5 minutes, as there will be
questions from the participants. Then allocate
participants to groups and give them
somewhere to work: groups can be in the same
room if it is large enough or separate rooms
depending on facilities available. It works better
if they can have separate break out rooms so
that each group works out its own approach.
Note, it is not forbidden for group members to
wander about and see what others are doing,
although this need not be mentioned. Indeed it
is a key skill in developing a project to see what
other people are doing/have done, even if their
approach is not followed. It is efficient to learn
from the mistakes of others!
Explain there is a set time for this exercise and
stick to that time ruthlessly, stopping the build
as soon as time is up, even if it is not complete.
The Great British Bake Off approach to timing is
the one to follow.
During the build, educators observe the group
processes carefully, and note any examples of
helpful skills (“Let’s hear what E has to say about
this…”) or dysfunctional behaviours (a quiet
person being ignored), so that these behaviours
can be quoted and discussed during the
debriefing. It is usually useful to have more than
one educator available for this method, so that
more helpful/unhelpful behaviours can be
observed, so that debriefing discussions will be
richer. Rotate educators between groups, so that
all groups are observed by all educators. Note
down specific behaviours or words used, so that
group feedback will be SMART (Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Timely).

The debrief: maximising the benefits
Debriefing is in three parts.
Firstly, the assessors visit each group in turn to
give feedback against the agreed criteria, so that
the group’s own reflection on the group process
happens in private; what went well, what they
struggled with, how they found solutions or
identified problems. Do not allocate marks at
this point.
Secondly, take all the groups in turn to see
each other’s build. At this point, give the overall
mark to the group whose build is being
assessed. It is better to give the mark after
the feedback: evidence shows that if given the
mark first, learners tend to ignore the feedback
(see EVALUATE giving feedback). Invite comment
and discussion from the whole group about
each build.
Thirdly, with all participants together, invite
reflections on what issues came up for the
groups when doing the build, so that the
educator can facilitate a discussion that reminds
the group of the essential functions that group
members need to fulfil for effective teamwork.
These include:
• chairmanship functions to ensure that
everyone contributes, important contributions
are not ignored and that tasks are planned
and prioritised (chairmanship may be
designated to an individual or distributed
amongst team members)
• timekeeping functions to manage and
monitor the time available (teams often fall
down in this one)
• allocation of work so that tasks are
clearly identified and allocated to
participants(s) to complete.
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Equipment/resources needed;
The main requirement is for space for teams to
work in, preferably one room per group. The
exact materials suggested are in RESOURCES
below. Educators who become familiar with this
technique can easily make up their own exercises
or collections of materials. In most training
centres or hotels this can even be done using
“found materials” i.e. stuff that is there already
(like water bottles or paper). Do not rely on this
though, it is better to be prepared in advance.
Items like scissors, string, or sticky tape should
be brought with you, in case they are not
available on the day. Bring a model car or person
to use when assessing stability.
Bring instruction sheets one for each group
(examples below) and also one assessment sheet
for each observer.
Skills to make this work even better
This exercise can be used in several ways. The
first is to use it at the start of training, which
tends to demonstrate the lack of high level team
work skills. This can form the basis for an
introduction to teamwork roles and skills.
Alternatively, it can used after another team
building exercise such as the survival exercise
(see ENERGISE Survival exercise) to allow groups
to demonstrate skills that they have learned.
Creating the groups can be done randomly, or
the group members can be designated by the
educator (for example, to obtain balanced
groups, ahead of them working together in
action learning sets see ENERGISE Creating
action learning sets).
Later in training, this approach could be
used in the ENRICH Team work styles exercise.
In that situation the groups are deliberately
skewed to only contain people with a specific
teamwork style.

A further refinement of this method is to have
a “plant” in the group to take a particular
teamwork role or to “act out” in a dysfunctional
way. For example, one member of the group
could be asked to disagree with all suggestions,
or to say absolutely nothing unless directly
invited, or to spend as much time as possible
looking at their mobile phone during the build.
Choose the person and their dysfunction
carefully so as not to cause too much upset.
During debriefing to the individual groups ask
“and what did (the person invited to say nothing
whatever) bring to the build? Or what effect did
X disagreeing with things have? Or “what effect
does using a mobile have on the group
process?”
One option is to “change the rules” half way
through by giving each group an extra item they
must incorporate into their design, so that the
group’s ability to respond flexibly to changing
circumstances is also explored, so that the link to
the changing circumstances of the workplace
can be emphasised.
The debriefing process can also be used to
introduce ideas the teams may not have thought
of. For example, it is quite rare for doctors to
make a formal drawing or plan at the start.
Ask the group what a group of engineers or
architects would have done first? Ask them to
consider the possible benefits of making a time
line or project plan before starting, so that they
are introduced to the concept of formal project
planning skills such as Gantt charts (Reference
1), or Process Mapping, which could be
developed in sessions later in the training
programme.
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Pitfalls/when NOT to use this method
The full benefit of this exercise is as part of a
series of sessions considering teamwork roles
and skills. It probably would not work so well in
isolation or as a standalone session with a group
who do not usually work together. It can be
used as a team building task in a practice team
though; they work together longer term and can
take some of the messages into later work.
One pitfall with this method is that if the group
is dysfunctional for any reason, the build may
fail. This can cause embarrassment in itself, and
dysfunctional teams can be unhappy experiences
for participants. Think carefully about the
balance of the group members and whether
they are likely to be able to work together. If
groups are dysfunctional in this exercise, try to
“generalise away” from the specific team in the
debrief: saying things like “if team members
think no one is interested in their contribution
they tend to go quiet, even if they have useful
expertise” can make the point that it is useful to
ensure everyone gets to contribute, without
highlighting one team.
Avoid any direct blame or criticism of a
dysfunctional build. If possible positively connote
what they have contributed by highlighting
common problems (“ Thanks for behaving out
of character and disagreeing with everything Jo,
I think you enabled everyone here to reflect on
what happens if there is a lot of negativity
about”).
Note, this is a TEAMWORK exercise NOT a
team BUILDING exercise. Team building exercises
are for creating intra team relationships and
bonding, providing opportunities for fun,
enjoyment and bonding. Some of the exercises
in the ENAGAGE section are good team building
exercises. This team WORKING exercise may
help build a team if they are successful, but
may not have the same effect on a dysfunctional
team; they need some team building before
they can perform well.
Applications in other areas of
the session
N/A

How does this help to build
relationships?
Working together on an unfamiliar and
unexpected task helps groups to build
relationships and the feedback process
which emphasises the team work roles
and skills, can help groups to strengthen
their ways of working together.

How does this help to structure
the education?
This kind of task can be used to introduce topics
that many clinicians believe are not “teachable”
such as teamwork skills. This can be signalled
as a prelude to subsequent sessions that will
cover these skills in more detail. If used as a
follow on from other teamwork exercises, the
development of skills should be identified to
demonstrate progress.
References
1. A Gantt chart is a type of bar chart that
illustrates a project schedule, more
information at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gantt_chart
2. A process map is a planning and
management tool that visually describes the
flow of work, a flowchart, for an example, in
this case making breakfast see:
https://www.process.st/wp-content/
uploads/2016/08/2.gif
and for more information see:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_
process_mapping
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RESOURCES
Possible team work construction exercises
Bridge building: team task
TEAM instructions
• Your task is to build a bridge as a team, between two stable supports of your choice,
bridging a gap of at least one metre.
• The bridge must have at least 60cm clearance underneath (to allow boat to sail up the putative
river underneath the bridge) and must allow the toy car to drive over safely from one side to the
other in a stable fashion. There is a time limit of 20 minutes to complete the task. The bridges will
be assessed for stability, clearance, driveability and aesthetics
• Your envelope contains the materials you can use to make the bridge. Tools such as scissors/ruler/
toy car for testing are with the assessors
ASSESSORS should make notes on team work process and on the above criteria, marking each one
out of 10, adding up the scores to get the overall team score. TIME this exercise ruthlessly, stopping
teams immediately that time is up.
Materials
Sheets of A4 plain paper, several metres of string, a dozen straws, some Blutack/sticky tape, some felt
tip pens or crayons, some tooth picks or BBQ wooden skewers, something potentially to be used for
decoration; some sticky notes, paper doilies, a magazine with colourful pictures in.
One set of instructions for each group. Marking sheet for assessors.

Tallest tower building: team task
TEAM instructions
• Your task is to build the tallest possible tower, only using the materials you have been given.
• The tower must stand on the floor in a stable, independent way, without falling over and must
be strong enough to take the weight of a small model person at the top. You may only use the
materials you have been supplied.
• Your tower will be assessed for stability, height, abilty to support the model person
and aesthetics
ASSESSORS should make notes on team work process and on the above criteria, marking each
one out of 10, adding up the scores to get the overall team score. TIME this exercise ruthlessly
stopping teams immediately that time is up.
Materials
4 Sheets of A4 plain paper, 4 sheets of newspaper, several metres of string, small roll of sticky tape.
One set of instructions for each group. Marking sheet for assessors.
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13// WARM UP THEME –
CRITICAL THINKING
Critical thinking skills can be developed with
these short, energising exercises.
What it is for?
Having a warm up exercise at the start of the
session can help to get everyone engaged and
actively involved in learning from the start. It can
be useful to have warm up exercises in “themes”
that run through several weeks or a whole term.
Other examples include professional virtues
or the assumptions that underpin medicine
(see ENERGISE Warm up theme professional
virtues and ENERGISE Assumptions of modern
medicine).
When to use it
As a theme at the start of sessions over a term
or a few weeks, as a preliminary to any learning
involving guidelines, evidence, the use of tests
and investigations.
The set up: how to use this method
Using a suitable example (a PowerPoint slide set
to go with these exercises is available from
HEENW Contact avril.danczak@gmail.com for
details), work though the ideas that the
participants initially have about the problem
(perhaps using the Pose, Pause, Pounce, Bounce
method outlined in ENRICH Using questions
effectively). Then add extra bits of theory or
information for participants to explore and
understand.
Explanations/timings
Explaining the original issue or problem should
take only a few minutes. Then work through
the additional information gradually, step by
step over perhaps 15 to 20 minutes, involving
participants in discussion of their ideas.

The debrief: maximising the benefits
Ensure that all ideas are captured, not just those
that crop up first form noisier members. Using
prompts like “any other thoughts?” before
moving on should help to capture these.
Equipment/resources needed
A PowerPoint resource with the issue and
the critical thinking skills needed to solve it.
An example can be found in Resources at the
end of this section (page 53). Educators need
to thoroughly understand the issues themselves
before embarking on this. I have certainly
obtained some excellent CPD for myself that way!
Skills to make this work even better
Reinforce the learning afterwards by asking
participants to list key points, to identify other
areas where the same principles might apply, by
asking them to link their thoughts with other
things they have learned, or by asking them how
they might apply this new learning in practice
the next day. This could be in general group
discussion or by using the “Ideas bring and buy”
outlined in ENRICH Making rounds effective.
Pitfalls/when NOT to use this method
This method probably works best as a “mini
series” within a course. However, the exercises
could be used together, in sequence, during a
day or half day on critical thinking or clinical
reasoning skills.
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Applications in other areas of
the session
The skills of critical thinking should be
incorporated and referred back to whatever the
subject matter. Learning of critical thinking will
be reinforced if the methods and approaches
are referred back to and reinforced for example,
in thinking about screening tests, long-term
conditions, complexity and uncertainty.
How does this help to build
relationships?
The immediate responses of activist learners
may not always yield the best results; it can
benefit relationships when activists come to
value the contributions of quieter, more
theoretical or more pragmatic members of
the group.
How does this help to structure
the education?
Having a short warm up theme means
that everyone knows what to expect at the
start of the session and can be prepared to start
working on it. Having short themes that last
maybe 15 to 20 minutes helps to maintain
pace and variety that keep learners engaged
and interested.

Reference
Possible subjects could include:
• Investigating anaemia what is the evidence?
• Interpreting blood tests, especially
screening tests
• Thinking about scoring systems; strengths
and weaknesses of using scores like CURB in
primary care versus secondary care.
• Applying evidence intelligently: the importance
of context.
• Explaining CVS risk accurately.
• When is a disease not a disease?
• Screening: assessing interventions
See Resources (page 56) for a full example.
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RESOURCES
Example – a new screening test
A new screening test has been devised:
• The Test identifies correctly everyone who truly has the disease and has a small
false positive rate of five per cent
• Your patient Mrs W. Well has tested positive for the disease. She wants to know what
she should tell her family. Has she got the disease?
Note for educators: initially ask for a hands up “yes or no” do you think she has the disease?
• What will you say to her? Has she got it?
Note for educators: what are the chances that she has the disease – i.e. what percentage
likelihood of her having the disease? 95%? Less?
Note for educators: ask the participants: “what information do you need to know before
answering her question?”
• Prevalence is one in a 1,000 in the population served by you.
• So out of 1,000 patients, one has the disease.
Note for educators: now ask again, How likely is Mrs W Well to have the disease?
Then share the following slide, showing what various groups of clinicians thought.
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What information do you need to know before answering her question?
• Prevalence is one in a 1,000 in the population served by you.
• So out of 1,000 patients, one has the disease.
• Five per cent will get a false positive = 50/1000
• One true positive divided by 50 false positive = two per cent
Therefore, she has a two per cent likelihood of having the disease (put another way, of 100 who test
positive, only two will actually have the disease).
Note for educators – debrief: consider discussing
• Are you surprised by this figure? (Consider going over the reasoning again, many clinicians
cant do the maths)
• What is the potential for harm with this screening test? (Anxiety, exposure to dangerous
confirmatory investigations or invasive biopsy)
• What if the potential treatment is toxic? (how many might have an unnecessary treatment or
procedure? A harmful treatment or procedure?)
• If there is a more accurate confirmatory test (e.g. a biopsy)? How might patient be harmed?
• As screening is applied to people who are well, what messages about health does
screening give?
–– you may feel well but be harbouring a disease
–– early diagnosis is necessarily better – often little evidence for that
–– you cannot trust your health
–– only doctors really know how well you are
–– we can prevent bad diseases by knowing them early
• Or, does this just prolong the time we know about diseases (which is called prolonged
lead time)
–– does it impact overall mortality, i.e. does it lengthen life to start treatment earlier?
–– what is the evidence for that? For example, disease specific mortality for breast cancer
has reduced while overall mortality has not – what could be going on there?
Further examples are gven in the accompanying PowerPoint document – ENERGISE examples of
CRITICAL THINKING.pptx which is available by contacting HEENW.
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14// WARM UP THEME –
THE ASSUMPTIONS OF
MODERN MEDICINE
A warmup activity that questions common assumptions
is a useful way to wake up critical thinking.
What it is for?
The purpose of this method is twofold. Firstly,
having some short discussion exercises at the
start of the session is energising. The group gets
an immediate task to get on with; choosing
something interesting or controversial, while not
spending too much time on it, gets things going
and also leaves things unfinished. This can
trigger reflection later. Educators can invite
examination of a series of ideas on a similar
theme over a few weeks (see also ENERGISE
Warm up Critical Thinking and ENERGISE
Warmup Professional Virtues) so that deeper
thinking is encouraged. Use smaller bite size
stages so that the material is more easily
assimilated by participants, so that attitudes and
beliefs can be explored and challenged in a
relatively gentle way.
When to use it
This method is energising at the start of
sessions, so that participants challenge a
different Assumption of modern medicine every
week, so that they are invited to think critically
about aspects of our work that may go
unspoken. There are 10 assumptions listed here
to explore; obviously educators can select the
ones that seem most useful or relevant, or even
divide the group into two and have half the
group examine one assumption and half the
group examine another.

The set up: how to use this method
Explain that modern medicine is built on a
number of assumptions that we tend to take for
granted. How successful are these assumptions
in helping us to look after patients in the
“swampy lowlands of Primary Care”?
Point out that not everyone agrees with these
assumptions. For example, social scientists would
question the assumption that the doctor is a
detached, neutral observer.
State the assumption to be discussed (preferably
have it displayed clearly – for example, on a
PowerPoint slide.)
Possible assumptions to discuss:
1. Patients suffer from diseases that can be
characterised in the same way as other
natural phenomena.
2. A disease can be viewed independently from
the person who is suffering from it and from
their social context.
3. Each disease has a cause and finding it is a
major objective of research.
4. Given a certain level of host resistance, the
occurrence of disease is explained as a result
of exposure to a pathological agent.
5. The physician’s main task is to diagnose the
disease and wherever possible to prescribe a
specific remedy aimed at removing the cause
or ameliorating the symptoms.
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6. The physician uses an intellectual tool,
the clinical method known as differential
diagnosis.
7. Mental and physical disorders can be
considered separately, with provision for a
group of psychosomatic diseases in which
the mind appears to act on the body.
8. Each disease follows a defined clinical
course that can be influenced by medical
interventions.
9. The doctors effectiveness is independent
of their gender or their beliefs.
10. The doctor is usually a detached,
neutral observer.
11. The patient is usually a passive recipient
of the prescribed treatment.

The debrief: maximising the benefits
Ask the group to feedback the issues that came
up in their discussion. If they are struggling to
see how the assumption may NOT be warranted
or useful in a particular setting, have some
useful “what if “questions ready to deepen the
debate. For example Considering whether a
disease can be viewed independently from the
person and the social context ask them to
choose any disease; then ask how it would
affect a young doctor about to do the CSA, a
young mother of a 1 week old baby, a famous
footballer about to go to the World Cup …
would we see the disease process in exactly the
same way? Or consider mentioning complex
phenomena such as HIV, panic attacks, ADHD…

(See Being a Doctor; Understanding medical
practice by Wilson and Cunningham, Chapter 3.
Very useful for a background discussion.)

Equipment/resources needed
PowerPoint slide with the assumption
clearly visible.

Explanations/timings
After explaining the overall context of the
discussion series as above, ask participants to
think about the assumption by themselves for a
short time (“pause”) and then discuss the day’s
assumption with a partner (“pair”) for five
minutes, explaining that you would like them to
explore the extent to which this assumption is
useful in the setting they work in (for example,
primary care) and the extent to which it is more
or less applicable in that setting.

Skills to make this work even better
The key task for educators is to promote
discussion, in a way that sensitively challenges
the assumptions participants may bring from
hospital medicine, while also being supportive
and encouraging. This is not an easy task.
Picking up and using their own examples, asking
them to identify any exceptions they may have
come across, empathising with the complexity
and difficulty of modern medical practice, will all
help the discussion to go well. The educator can
be well prepared by reading Wilson and
Cunningham themselves beforehand!

Then ask pairs to join to form a group of four
and to examine their shared ideas or ways in
which they thought differently (“square”).
(ENERGISE Using QUESTIONS effectively for
more details of the “pause, pair, square, share”
approach).
Consider using group sorting methods
(ENERGISE group sorting methods) to ensure
that participants talk to different people
each week.
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Pitfalls/when NOT to use this method
This is a method that works best when
bite-sized chunks form part of a coherent
series of discussions that build up on each
other. If scattered or not linked together,
such a series risks seeming incoherent or
disconnected from daily practice.
This method is less useful if the group only
meet once, are constantly changing in
composition or if they are too concerned
with the nuts and bolts of hospital practice to
reflect on underlying assumptions and how
these may be less helpful in different settings.
However, being informed by these discussions
can help the educator raise these important
issues. Participants may be struggling with
practical issues of “How to manage disease X”,
when some of the difficulties they face may be
due to an assumption that does not hold in the
case they are discussing.
Applications in other areas of
the session.
It is always useful to refer back to discussions if
something relevant comes up later.
How does this help to build
relationships?
Being able to explore challenging ideas in a safe
environment with colleagues builds supportive
interpersonal relationships and helps participants
to develop confidence in their thinking skills
which they will transfer to other environments.

How does this help to structure
the education?
Having a short discussion helps to punctuate
the session and break it up into more interesting
parts. This can help to keep activists on board.
Also having a series that goes from week to
week gives the SRC a sense of continuity, of
structure and of building up expertise. This is
itself encouraging and empowering as
participants feel their ability to engage with
difficult topics increasing over time.
Reference
Being a Doctor: Understanding medical practice
by Wilson and Cunningham. RCGP books,
ISBN 978 0 85084 365 1
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15// WARM UP THEME –
EXAMINING
PROFESSIONAL VIRTUES
What are characteristics of a “good clinician”?
These warm up exercises help participants to reflect
on what really matters.
What it is for?
Study Sessions of three hours can be daunting
to educators and participants alike. Breaking the
time up in a structured way with a variety of
activities can maintain energy for learning
throughout. Using different methods of learning
is one way to achieve this. Another way is to
have different strands at different times in the
session. Having an “opening strand” can be a
good way to energise the group. This means
devoting, say, 20 minutes to a theme that runs
from week to week, so that the subject is
explored in bite sized pieces. Having a strand
examining the VIRTUES a professional needs is
one described here. See also ENERGISE
Assumptions we make about medicine, and
ENERGISE Warm up critical thinking.

The set up: how to use this method
Start the session with an opportunity to discuss
a professional virtue (for example, courage,
gratitude, humility or compassion – a full list is
available at the end of this chapter).

When to use it
This approach works best as a theme running
over several weeks with a group meeting
regularly. Start the session with this immediately
recognisable and understandable task, so that
the reflective process gets going, and so that the
whole group engages in discussion). This enables
active reflective processes to continue in the
rest of the session, so that the discussion gets
to deeper levels. This method takes the subject
of “Professional Virtues” in small “bite sized”
chunks, so that they are more readily digested
by participants.

Explain the virtue of the week, then get into
suitable pairs to discuss it – this should only take
a minute or two.

Ask participants to pair up (preferably with
someone they know less well, for example, with
the person behind them rather than their friend
next to them). Ask them to consider what this
virtue is about? When have they themselves
demonstrated this virtue? How could we do
more of this?
Explanations/timings
Explain what a professional virtue is and why
such things are important – this may take a
few minutes.

Allow about five to ten minutes for the
discussion in pairs and then about ten minutes
for debriefing. Educators should judge how long
to leave pairs by how vigorous the discussion is.
Stop the pairs discussion for the debrief when it
starts to go quieter or if people have evidently
gone off topic. Have a wander round and hear
what issues are coming up.
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The debrief: maximising the benefits
Ask the whole group what issues came up when
they talked about what the day’s virtue is about;
go on to ask for examples of this virtue in
practice. Adding anything interesting you heard
when wandering around can enable quiet
participants to be honoured. Perhaps saying
“K said an interesting thing when he
mentioned…”). Then invite consideration of
how the virtue of the day is important in our
professional lives and how could we
demonstrate more of it?
Equipment/resources needed
The educator needs some knowledge of the
professional virtues and how they may be
manifested in good clinical practice.
Skills to make this work even better
One way to develop these ideas further could
be to contrast virtues with professional vices,
so that participants also develop their
understanding of behaviours that are to be
avoided: arrogance, timidity, apathy, callousness,
indifference, ingratitude, laziness, complacency,
overconfidence, self-absorption are all
counterproductive in the workplace. Telling
participants in advance what next week’s virtue
will be can give them a chance to think and
prepare in advance. Ensuring that this strand
is included in the weeks learning summary
(See ENERGISE Making a learning summary)
reinforces the learning. This strand can be even
better if the previous week’s virtue is revisited
briefly: “did anyone notice some courage
happening last week?”…before examining the
virtue for the current week.
Pitfalls/when NOT to use this method
This approach needs a group who meet regularly
week to week to work properly, so is less useful
for a one off session. The facilitator needs to
have some knowledge of how the virtues might
play out in practice. This is not that difficult, we
can usually recognise opportunities to
demonstrate a virtue, even if we do not always
take those opportunities.
Applications in other areas of
the session
Referring back to a virtue when an opportunity
arises (for example, it takes courage sometimes
to go off protocol even when you know it’s the
right thing to do) reinforces learning.

How does this help to build
relationships?
Virtue is not a usual topic for clinicians. Talking
around the subject of our professional practice
helps people to open up and share ideas which
builds up relationships and awareness of others
different points of view.
How does this help to structure
the education?
Having a short opening strand helps to break
up the session, helps to give pace and direction
and contributes to having a good structure for
the day.
Reference
The Professional Virtues are summarised in the
following broad groupings:
• Wisdom – includes judgement, perspective,
creativity, love of learning and curiosity.
• Courage – includes bravery, honesty,
perseverance and zest.
• Humanity – includes kindness, love and
social intelligence.
• Justice – includes fairness, leadership and
team work.
• Temperance – includes forgiveness, humility,
prudence and self-regulation.
• Transcendance – includes appreciation
of beauty or excellence, hope, gratitude,
spirituality and humour.
Educators can be selective about which to cover,
perhaps aiming to cover some obvious ones
honesty, judgement, humility) with some less
obviously applicable ones (appreciation of
beauty or excellence, forgiveness, courage)
aiming to discuss at least one virtue from each
of the broad groupings.
See also:
https://www.viacharacter.org/www/ReportsCourses-Resources/Resources/CharacterStrength-Fact-Sheets
https://www.jubileecentre.ac.uk/1585/projects/
published-reports/virtue-wisdom-professionaleducation
https://www.cebm.net/2016/01/5395-2/#.
Vq6l1WsGI_s.twitter
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16// CONSULTATION SKILLS –
INITIAL EXERCISES
FOR LISTENING
The phrase “thank you for listening” is a powerful
one, recognised by practitioners and patients as
signalling that something valuable has occurred.
So what is this “listening”?
What it is for?
What happens if we hear but do not listen?
These exercises are useful for exploring the
meaning of listening and what happens when
we are, or when we are not, listened to. By
using this experiential method, putting the
participants in the shoes of both the listener and
the listened to, a deeper understanding of what
listening is about can be developed. This exercise
focusses initially on the skill of literally “hearing”
followed by the deeper skills of passive and
active listening.
When to use it
This is useful at the start of a programme or
the start of a module about consultation skills,
or when working on the development of skills
for managing mental health problems in the
GP consultation.
The set up: how to use this method
This method is done in pairs and invites
reflection on listening by getting pairs to do
three exercises. The first is one about NOT
listening, the second is about PASSIVE listening
and the third is about ACTIVE listening. The
latter two are often muddled up in participants’
minds and these exercises help to clarify what
using different skills can achieve.

Explanations/timings
Part one: not listening
Ask the group to divide into pairs and spread
themselves widely around the room, facing each
other. This position is important. The exercise
will not work so well if people sit next to each
other or look over their shoulder at someone
behind, etc. Take a minute to get this part of the
set up right.
When everyone is in place, explain the task.
The task is for one person to be the speaker and
one the listener. Ask participants to designate
who will be the speaker and ask the designated
speaker to raise their hands. Tell the designated
speaker the task will be to “explain the repeat
prescribing system in their practice and the
features about it that improve patient safety”.
If participants are not working in general
practice, another, similar, patient safety-related
task can be given.
Before the speakers begin to talk, give every
listener a card/piece of paper, explaining that
this is the instruction for them alone and must
not be shared with their partner. On the piece of
paper are the words: “Do not listen to your
partner, do not speak, do not move away, do
not show them this paper.”
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Explain that there is five minutes for this task
and use strict timing. However, it is rare for
the speakers to continue for a full five minutes.
Stop the exercise before five minutes, if everyone
goes quiet, starts laughing or stops talking
about the subject (the educator needs to walk
round and be aware of what is happening in the
group). When that happens, ask participants to
swap roles, passing the instructions to their
partner before the first time listener changes
roles and becomes the speaker.
The debrief: maximising the benefits
Part one: not listening
Begin with asking the speakers to comment on
what they experienced. Use a flip chart and note
what they say under the headings of what they
were thinking and what they were feeling.
Typically, when they are speakers, participants
think that what they say is not that good or that
their partner is not really interested, or that it’s
a waste of time. They may feel frustrated,
(another word for angry) inadequate, boring,
uninteresting, useless or insignificant.
Use facilitation skills, (go on? Anything else? Can
you elaborate?), to draw out the widest range of
responses, and name the feelings accurately.
Then ask the listeners to describe what they
experienced in similar terms. There are often
surprising similarities. Explore these.
Make the link that communication involves
thinking and feeling. Point to the list of
emotions that were felt; what do patients feel
like when they are not listened to? Does some of
the anger and frustration we encounter come
from this? Explore the experiences of the
participants who are listening without really
listening; emotions are powerful and when we
are not listening the emotions of the speakers
transmit themselves to us too. Coping with that
and feeling that we are not doing our listening
job properly can create feelings of disturbance in
the (non) listener. If not recognised and dealt
with, such emotional disturbance uses a lot of
energy and can contribute to us feeling drained
at the end of the day. Effective listening is often
less tiring (a bonus!).

Part two: passive listening and
Part three: active listening.
The set up and debrief for these is shown in
Resources at the end of this section (pages 63
and 64). Always use these three as a sequence,
debriefing each one before moving on to the
next one.
Equipment/resources needed
Chairs, space to move them into pairs
Prepare the cards in advance with the wording:
“Do not listen to your partner, do not speak,
do not move away, and do not show them
this paper”.
Skills to make this work even better
Use the debrief (perhaps on the second time
round) to explain the value of experiential
learning; one could read about these issues or
see a PowerPoint, but learning is much more
powerful when derived from actual experiences.
This can be a useful cue into the purpose and
value of processes which will be used on training
courses, such as, role play, skills rehearsal or
simulations. These are sometimes viewed as
uncomfortable or unnecessary by participants.
Use this opportunity to explain that training in
the Study Release Courses is like a laboratory;
things can be tried out in a safe environment
and developed, without risking problems in the
patient encounter. Thus, experiential methods
create powerful learning opportunities.
Pitfalls/when NOT to use this method
Do not use this method alone. It must always
be combined with opportunities to be listened
to, otherwise the bruising experience of being
not listened too risks overwhelming the learning.
The explanation and debrief of passive and
active listening are given below in the appendix.
ALWAYS combine these three exercises together.
It might seem that this method will not work if
people have done it before, or when repeated
with the pair swapping roles; in fact, although
slightly less intense, the emotions and thoughts
are similar even if participants know what is
going to happen. This again reinforces the
effectiveness of learning by practical experience,
with time to reflect and discuss things
immediately afterwards
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Applications in other areas of
the session
N/A
How does this help to build
relationships?
This process risks damaging relationships, unless
followed up with passive and active listening
experiences. If those experiences do occur,
however, participants get a chance to be listened
to properly (always a good experience) and this
helps to build trusting and open relationships
within the group. If the exercises are facilitated
well and their meaning and purpose drawn out
in the discussion, it helps the participants to
develop trust in the facilitator and in experiential
methods – a good investment for later exercises.
How does this help to structure
the education?
This helps to show how a process that we
all think we understand, “listening” is quite
a complex process and paves the way for
consideration of different listening skills that
can be used in different way. This signals a
methodical approach, and that listening is a
set of learnable skills to be developed.
(See also ENERGISE Consultation skills INTENSIFY
understanding by deconstructing listening, and
ENERGISE Consultation skills – what do you say
after you say hello.)
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RESOURCES
Passive listening exercise
The set up
In pairs again, timed for five minutes.
• The speaking task – describe all the people that make up the practice or team you are currently
working in, and what makes them work well together (or not).
• The listening task – listen to the speaker, but do not use any words at all.
Again observe the group for signs that speakers are drying up. See if they can speak for five
minutes without the listener saying anything. Stop if everyone stops talking! Swap partners and
repeat.
The debrief
Ask the speakers what they noticed about this conversation. Often it is easier to talk at first,
but hard to keep going. What did they notice about that? How did it feel? What thoughts did
they have? Ask the listeners what it was like for them. Bring out the fact that both parties need
to be involved for effective communication; listening intently is a key process. Point out that what
has happened is NOT ACTIVE LISTENING, but PASSIVE Listening. Active listening only occurs when
what the speaker says is built upon in the rest of the conversation, referred to or represented using
active listening skills.
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Active listening exercise
The set up
Ask participants to form into pairs again. Participants can change to a different pairing now, if
wished, as both parties have listened to each other.
• The speaking task is the same; describe all the people that make up the practice or team you
are currently working in, and what makes them work well together (or not).
• The listening task is to listen, use any active listening skills they can but to ask no questions
at all. Statements can be used – for example, “That sounds interesting …”
Again observe the group for signs that speakers are drying up. Stop if everyone stops talking,
although this is extremely unlikely where active listening skills are being used properly. Swap
partners and repeat.
The debrief
Ask them what is different between passive and active listening? Speakers; how did you know
that the other person was listening? Listeners, what was it like to listen without having to ask
any questions? How did your mind feel? One of the key problems for clinicians is that when they
listen to patients, they are only using half their mind; the other half is busy trying to decide what
question to ask next. This means listening is less effective and content is lost. Paradoxically, simply
focusing on listening, and not trying to think too hard, will be easier. Focussed listening will usually
yield more information from the speaker.
Finally, ask the group to identify what listening skills were used by the listeners, other than
asking questions.
You should be able to come up with a list such as:
• Encouraging skills – go on … tell me more … that’s interesting … echoing, reflecting back,
repetition, the power of the pause.
• Responding skills – empathic comments, (“that sounded scary”), reflections of the speakers
thoughts “that’s puzzling”, statements or observations, (“you suddenly stopped when you
mentioned person X”).
• Summarising skills – “so the senior partner is scary but everyone else is really kind … go on”,
paraphrasing “so overall, you got to know everyone really quickly”
Conclude by reflecting on how important feedback is in communication, so that we know the
other person has really heard and understood us. Active listening is a loop; one person speaks,
the second responds in a way that makes it clear they heard and understood what was said.
Encourage participants to reflect on how much information can be gleaned before asking any
questions, open or closed.
Reference
See Skills for Communicating with Patients by Kurtz, Silverman and Draper for a full
discussion of listening skills.
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17// CONSULTATION SKILLS –
INTENSIFY UNDERSTANDING OF
LISTENING BY DECONSTRUCTION
How well do we really understand the process
of “listening” even though we do it every day?
When to use it
This is a useful approach to helping participants
understand the complexity of “listening” by
offering them a series of listening experiences to
reflect on. This approach can be used at the
beginning of a series of sessions on consultation
skills, or, as a session during a longer course
such as a residential intensive. Taken individually,
the elements of good listening could be used as
mini “warm up” exercises to be done either at
the start of a session or to break up a longer
session on consultation skills.
Understanding the complexity of listening helps
participants to be more attentive to the process
so that they listen better to patients so that
more relevant information is communicated.
Full and accurate listening is essential so that
diagnosis and treatment plans are correct and
so that a good therapeutic relationship is built
up with the patient, so that clinician and patient
can work together effectively.
The set up: how to use this method
This method for teaching “listening” needs
a bit of preparation; sequencing and timing
are important.
The elements of listening to be considered are:
• rapport
• hearing
• understanding
• remembering
• interpreting
• evaluating
• responding.

Each one of these has a different “set up
and debrief”. The details for each one are
given in Resources at the end of this section
(pages 67–71).
Explanations/timings
Explain the elements of listening first, giving
examples of each and how they influence the
communication between people. Each exercise
takes about ten minutes. If run together, this can
take about half a session (say two hours).
The debrief: maximising the benefits
Debrief is in two parts. Each exercise needs a
debrief about what that part is about, how it
felt to be experiencing that element of listening,
and how it relates to what happens in the
consultation. What will participants try out the
next day when they see patients?
At the end, overall, the debrief needs to allow
participants some time to reflect on their
experience. Allow this alone first, so they get
their thoughts in order and then in pairs.
Share ideas with the whole group at the end.
The final debrief questions can be around
issues of learning:
• What learning strategies did you use in
this session?
• What will it take for you to succeed in
–– building rapport?
–– remembering what people say?
• How will you reinforce this learning
in practice?
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Equipment/resources needed
It is useful to have the specific element of
listening projected on a screen to aid recall.
The exercises and any equipment needed are
listed in Resources at the end of this section
(pages 67–71).
Skills to make this work even better
Refer back to these skills in later sessions.
Specifically ask participants how it went when
they tried to build rapport explicitly in every
consultation, or what happened when they
named an emotion and so on. This is called
“looping” and helps to reinforce learning and
set it into the wider context of participants
work. Be ready to hear about failures and pitfalls
too; accept and thank anyone who says “it
didn’t work”. Ask them for more details to
clarify the issue. Then “bounce” around the
group inviting other contributions; what did
other people do when they encountered this?
Anyone had the same/different experiences?
How did you handle that? What did others do
to make this work better?
These exercises are examples of experiential
learning – participants do something,
experience something and learn from their direct
experience. Educators can use the opportunity
to explain the benefits of this and reinforce the
effectiveness of experiential learning.
Pitfalls/when NOT to use this method
This is not suitable for very large groups (over
30) unless there is more than one facilitator to
help and debrief. The idea that listening
comprises learnable skills is basically accepted in
general practice, although not always fully
understood by participants. In a different
context, you may have to do some work to get
“buy in” that this is a worthwhile thing to do.
Usually the best way is to start from things that
went wrong; that is where people are “hungry”
for new learning. See ENGAGE Assessing
learning needs at the outset.

Applications in other areas of
the session
In a session on consultation skills it may become
apparent that there is an issue with one of these
basic elements of listening; revising this, using
one of these experiential methods can then be
used at other stages.
How does this help to build
relationships?
Better listening builds relationships amongst
participants. They have some fun in many of
the exercises, (learning can be enjoyable, who
knew?), and this also builds relationships and
“esprit de corps” in a healthy way. Participants
who are willing to “have a go” often draw
others along with them and this builds
confidence between people as they develop
their “community of practice”.
These exercises are a good way to introduce the
concepts around experiential learning; that we
learning by experiencing things and then
reflecting on them together, with the help of a
facilitator who can help us explore and
understand what we have experienced, put it
into the context of our work and add in relevant
theory. Reading about listening in a book will
not yield the same depth of learning.
How does this help to structure
the education?
This sequence of exercises gives structure,
pace and varied tasks which makes the time
fly by if well organised.
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RESOURCES
The specific exercises for each element of listening are described here: in all these there is a brief
introduction, what will be done and why; then the task is experienced and the learning summarised
afterwards in a short, focused debrief.
Build rapport
Explanation
“Rapport is like money; it increases in importance when you do not have it, and when you do, a
lot of opportunities appear.” (Laborde)
Ask the group how they know when they have rapport with someone. Rapport has two phases
– initiating, then maintaining and deepening.
The task
1. Initiate rapport by smiling (with full face including the eyes), making eye contact and then
projecting a silent message of warmth and good will to the other person. Demonstrate this to
the group (See also How to communicate basically brilliantly by GP David McConnell). Then ask
the group to stand up and move around the room. Choose any partner and practice initiating
rapport in turns. Shaking hands can be a way to signal that has happened. Then move onto
another member of the group and repeat. Let them do this three or four times.
Then they can sit down; debrief by asking what would you need to do to initiate rapport like that
with every patient you see?
2. Matching and mirroring. Rapport is deepened when the parties match their tone, pace of
speech and posture. This can work both ways; following the patients tone and mirroring their
posture can aid rapport and build the relationship if congruent. If the patent is angry and
aggressive this will fuel the fire; in that case the reverse can happen. The doctor can get the
patient to mirror them by slowing their speech, being quieter, having a calm and nonaggressive posture. In this way mirroring can help to calm the situation down.
Ask participants to work in pairs, one speaking, the other listening; the listener should
unobtrusively match and mirror the speaker. The speaker should have a straightforward task like
“Describe what your last clinical day was like”.
Debrief
How was that? How could you apply this in a consultation?

Hearing
Explanation
Listening can only occur if you hear what people say to begin with. This exercise is described in
detail in ENERGISE Initial exercises for listening.
Debrief
This should emphasise the difference between active and passive listening and all the component
skills of active listening including echoing, reflecting back, summarising, etc. See Skills for
Communicating with patients Kurtz Silverman and Draper for details.
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Understanding
Explanation
Understanding can mean something rather global, the result of a series of empathic, effective
communications as when a patient says “I am so lucky, I have a very understanding doctor”.
In the context of these exercises, understanding has a more literal meaning, the question being:
do we understand what someone has just said to us?
The task
First, ask the group to consider what the barriers are to this basic kind of understanding; these
include language barriers, class barriers, dialect, jargon or slang barriers, lack of shared experience,
(someone referring to “my home” might mean anything from a convenient and available doorway
to a grand mansion, to a place where they are routinely beaten up).
In pairs, ask participants to spend five minutes listening to their partner and trying to ensure that
they understand exactly what was said. The task should be simple; say, “describe the house you
grew up in to your partner”. The speaker should pause regularly for the listener to clarify anything
they did not understand (“What exactly is an outhouse?” or to summarise the key points “so your
childhood home had three bedrooms, a big kitchen, a small living room and a small garden of
about half an acre in size?”). The speaker can clarify any confusion or omission.
If time is short, this exercise can be omitted and the element of understanding covered briefly in
considering the barriers to understanding, as above.
Debrief
Begin by articulating that everyone has been talking about their “home”. How do our concepts of
“home” differ to that of some of our patients? What listening skills were used in this exercise?
Which were most effective from the speaker’s point of view? Which were most helpful for the
listeners? It is helpful to ask participants to list skills under suitable headings such as supporting
skills, encouraging skills or summarising skills.
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Remembering
Explanation
For someone to feel really listened to, for a clinician to maximise the use of time in a consultation,
and to have the maximum amount of information available to help make medical decisions, it is
really important to remember what the speaker says to you. It is very common when watching
video to hear a doctor ask the same question several times, because they did not really listen to
the answer and therefore did not remember it, or to hear a doctor ask for a piece of information
a patient has already clearly given. (Patient “I gave up smoking two years ago, I have lived with my
daughter since my wife died, and she hates smoking.” Clinician “Who do you live with?”)
To remember things we need to use our “Working memory”. This is a faculty that we can train,
like training a muscle, although like muscles, some people have better working memory than
others.
The task
Form the group into a circle and have some kind of token (a small object that can be thrown
around the group…a pen, small toy, anything). The task is to tell a group story. One person starts
saying: “Once up on a time I was …” then they say a sentence. After that they say “and then…”
At this point they pass the talking stick/token to someone else in the group randomly (not to the
person next to them).
The next person has to repeat exactly what the person before them said and then add a sentence
of their own, followed by the words “and then …” to signal it’s the next person’s turn.
The token is passed round the group and every person has to recount the entire story so far,
exactly, before adding in their own sentence.
Using random people means everyone has to listen carefully in case it is their turn next.
Ask the people who have already spoken to listen carefully and put their hands up if any
detail is missed from their bit of the story; this keeps them listening too. Stop the round
when the story becomes inaccurate.
See how many people can speak before the next person finds it too much to remember. It can be
worth doing a practice round with just two or three people and then challenging the group to see
if they can manage to keep the story going for longer. Generally, experienced practitioners
(perhaps demonstrated if you have a co-educator) can do this much better than participants in
training, because they have developed their working memory.
Debrief
Asking how people remembered what was said and identify the successful strategies.
These might include;
• paying full attention to the speakers, rather than thinking about what you are
going to say yourself
• focusing on the key words (large, barking, dog),
• making a picture in your mind of the story that you can go back to (for example, they were
in a wood when …). Some theory might include a discussion about how long most patients
talk for (it is rarely more than a minute at a time, if you do not interrupt) and also what strategies
you can use to develop your working memory. For example, writing down one or two words
that sum up what the person has said in each sentence. See References for more information.
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Interpreting
Explanation
Really listening to someone means more than just hearing what they say and remembering it.
Active listening requires some kind of interpretation; often the full meaning comes from an
accumulation of things, or several clues to the overall meaning. This is especially true when people
talk about their emotions and feelings. People may not name the feeling outright, “I really resent
the way my boss makes me to do overtime”, but rather leave you to work it out by saying
“Everyday it’s the same, I am getting ready to go and she turns up and says oh please will you just
do this or just do that before you go, or I am putting you on the overtime shift to cover until M
gets here, I was late home every night last month!” Demonstrating empathy and showing that
you have really heard, remembered and understood what some has said, is exactly this kind of
interpretation. “You sound rather resentful towards your boss”.
The task
In this exercise, participants are invited to consider how the same incident might give rise to very
different experiences for different people. Explain that the scenario is this;
“A person is standing waiting for a bus. Out of the blue a cyclist veers into them and knocks them
over, causing them to get a fractured clavicle, but no other injury. They come to see you with their
arm in a sling”
Divide the group into smaller units of three. Give each group some cards, each having the name of
a different feeling written on the back. Their task is to work out how to tell the doctor the story of
the injury expressing that emotion, but without naming it directly. Suitable feelings to put on the
cards could include any of the following:
• Resentful, frustrated, furious, angry, irritated, proud, relieved, submissive, resigned, defeated,
exhausted, shocked, vulnerable, exposed, outraged, stoical, motivated, weary, guilty, ashamed,
embarrassed, fearful, apprehensive, panicky, envious, foolish, humiliated, overwhelmed, scared,
helpless, hopeless, bitter, disgusted, exasperated, satisfied, excited.
When they have worked out how to tell the story (allow about one or two minutes
per word, give each unit three or four words to work with) ask each unit to link up with the
neighbouring unit.
Then they should take turns telling the story; the participants from the other unit of three
have to work out what the emotion/feeling is being described. They should signal this by saying “it
sounds like you feel ...”. They get one point for each correct answer.
Debrief
• Which feelings are easier to express than others?
• What did you have to do to work out how to make the story express that feeling?
• When listening, what helped you to work out what that person was feeling?
• When the feeling was named, how did the speaker feel then?
Usually having your feeling recognised is a good experience – relate this to patients, who feel
better if their thoughts and their feelings are understood.
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Evaluating
Explanation
Evaluating means being able to consider different elements and weigh them up; which are most or
least important? What should we focus on next? This often means summarising a whole section of
content in one or two sentences (for example at the end of one section of a consultation), and
may also guide the overall direction of the consultation.
There is no specific exercise for this part – perhaps you can make one up.

Responding
Explanation
We can listen to someone at a rate of up to 500 words a minute, but we only speak at about 120
words per minute. Relaxing back, hearing, remembering, interpreting evaluating and thinking
before we respond means we are more likely to respond effectively. What is said next, must relate
to what the person has just said. If you are thinking about what to say next while someone is
talking you are not really listening.
Responding is what we do after we have heard, understood and interpreted what we are listening
to. Developing appropriate responses to develop the conversation will be covered in other sessions
on consultation skills.

Resources
1. Some basic information about working memory is here:
https://www.psychologytoday.com/gb/blog/memory-medic/201203/
training-working-memory-why-and-how
2. There is more discussion of how emotions and feelings are expressed in consultations in
these useful books – Consultations Skills That Heal, Barry Bub, ISBN1 85775664 9, Radcliffe.
Field Guide to the Difficult Patient Interview, Platt and Gordon ,ISBN 13 978 0 7817 4774 5.
Communication Skills in Mental Health Care, Coll et al, ISBN 978 184619.
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18// CONSULTATION SKILLS –
WHAT DO YOU SAY AFTER
YOU SAY HELLO?
Not all consultations get off to a good start –
sometimes things go wrong right from the beginning.
What it is for?
This method is a way of developing two
consultation skills. Firstly an awareness of how a
patient’s initial presentation can “press our
buttons” and create a defensive atmosphere
from which the consultation may not recover.
Secondly a way to promote discussion and
awareness of how we can use our skills to
defuse this process.

Use small Buzz groups (See ENERGISE Buzz
groups) initially to brainstorm any experiences
they may have had where the patient started off
in a tricky way (suggest an example like “hello
Dr, I didn’t realise you would be so young/so
old!”) and record these difficult comments from
patients on a flip chart.

When to use it
This is useful as part of a consultation skills module,
especially when doctors have had some experience
of working independently in clinics with patients.
May be useful as part of a residential or
introductory course as it is quite an energising
and interesting exercise. It has the added
advantage of introducing experiential methods
of working in a way that is not threatening.

The educator should initially take the role of the
doctor and invite one card holder to sit next to
them. The educator starts by saying;

The set up: how to use this method
Prepare some cards in advance that have a series
of possible “opening gambits” from patients
written on. These are the first things that
patients say, after initial introductions have been
made and before the patient gets down to the
business of explaining what exactly they are
there for. There are some examples in Resources
at the end of this section (page 74).
When the group is comfortable, introduce the
session by explaining that the beginning of
the consultation is crucial for the rest of the
interview – that things can get off to a good
or a bad start and that there are skills to deal
with this. It is better if they have already got
some ideas about how to skilfully do initial
introductions and agenda setting.

Then distribute cards with possible opening
gambits on – a list is available in Resources at
the end of this section (page 74).

“Hello I am doctor X”, then the patient can say
“hello”…and read out what it says on their card.
Then discuss with the group what they FEEL
about the patient opening gambit and how they
think that could influence their response. Then
discuss what skilful approach the doctor could
use to diffuse the situation and avoid becoming
defensive.
Try a few of the openings as a large group, then
get the group into threes (doctor, patient,
observer) and let them try out more of the
opening gambits you have prepared as well as
some of the ones they initially generated
themselves. Ask the observer to give some
feedback about how the interaction went, when
observed objectively, asking them to comment
on whether the doctor rose to the bait, how
well they diffused any aggression, what they
said that helped to build a good relationship.
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Explanations/timings
Explaining the purpose of the session and the
initial brainstorm should only take a few minutes
– perhaps ten. It might take 15 to 20 minutes to
do the initial opening statements as a whole
group. Then allocate ten minutes for practice in
smaller groups, with the roles changing round so
that everyone gets to try out being the doctor/
patient and receive some feedback.
Allow time for a final de brief to really draw out
the learning points.
The debrief: maximising the benefits
Ask the whole group to reflect on what kinds
of feelings they experienced as the doctor
(e.g. anxiety, anger, detachment, a wish to push
the patient away and not get involved) and invite
reflections on how we can overcome this – by
being aware of the difference between the
patients feelings and our own, being aware that
all relationships have a feeling component.
Offering some didactic input on identifying the
skills needed to build effective relationships
could also be appropriate. These skills include
expressing empathy, respectful listening,
non-judgemental acceptance, expressing
concern and willingness to help.
Full details of these skills are found in Skills for
Communicating with Patients (Reference 2).
Equipment/resources needed
Some pre-prepared cards will deepen the
learning; being prepared means the educator
can ensure a wide range of difficult beginnings
are available for practice. A list is available in
References.
Skills to make this work even better
Link this to further reading about consultation
skills, (see References), and to the benefits of
discussing these kinds of issues in Balint style
groups during training and more importantly as
part of Continuing Professional Development.
There is further information in the BJGP articles
by Eby (Reference 3) and Swinglehurst and
Atkins (Reference 4) which emphasise
examination and analysis of the specific details
of what patients say and how they say it.

Pitfalls/when NOT to use this method
A group needs to be reasonably “formed” and
comfortable before doing this, unless they are
already accomplished group learners, such as, a
group of trainers or experienced GPs.
This exercise needs to be part of a context of
learning about specific consultation skills so
probably would not work well as an isolated
exercise.
Applications in other areas of
the session
N/A
How does this help to build
relationships?
By experiencing difficult moments and then
learning how to overcome them, participants
learn to trust each other more and this makes
learning more potent as anxiety decreases. It has
obvious benefits for building relationships with
patients. Having the educator initially taking the
role of the discomforted doctor on the receiving
end of a difficult comment, normalises the fact
that not all consultations start well. Even
experienced clinicians have such difficult
moments. Participants get to discuss and learn
some functional responses before they try things
out for themselves and this can increase their
confidence. Experiential learning of this nature
also improves intra group relationships, as
everyone gets to share both difficulties and
methods for success.
How does this help to structure
the education?
In a series of sessions on consultation skills,
exercises like this can reinforce the point that
effective consulting can be systematically
developed by learning and applying a series
of skills, linked together. Effective consulting is
not innate, but can be learned, developed
and improved through attention to the skills
required, as well as the cultivation of attitudes
of mind which make for more effective
consultations – for example, being
non-judgemental.
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Resources
Some possible opening gambits to prepare in advance and write on cards;
• At Last! I have been ages in that waiting room!
• So, What the dickens is going on here?!”
• Oh… I thought you would be a male/female doctor.
• So, I have come to insist on a referral. I have tried everything, it is not getting any better,
I have been putting up with it for ages now and my sister said I MUST definitely get a referral
or else I will find a doctor who will!
• I am so glad it is you I am seeing – my cousin says you are a great doctor.
• Thank goodness you are back from your holidays, I have been waiting ages for you to get back
• Well I hope you are going to be better than that stupid doctor I saw last time.
• I always like to see young doctors – you’re more up to date aren’t you?
• Congratulations! You are that doctor who has just had a baby aren’t you?
(When the doctor has NOT in fact had a child recently!
• Oh, I thought I was seeing Dr Clever today instead of you.
• I do not really know where to start, everything has gone wrong!
• Oh good, you are the doctor that speaks Polish/Welsh/Punjabi/French aren’t you!
(To someone who speaks none of these)

